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NOMENCLATURE 

A the smallest square that circumscribes an input character 

WA width of the smallest square A 

S (xs, Ys) start point of a stroke 

C (xe, Ye) comer point of a stroke 

M(xm, Ym) middle point of a stroke 

E(xe,Ye) endpoint ofa stroke 

S' (x's, Y's) normalized start point of a stroke 

E' (x'e, y'e) normalized end point of a stroke 

M' (x'm, y'm) normalized middle point of a stroke 

N 

SE 

size of normalization 

length classification of the ith stroke of a character 

type classification of the ith stroke of a character 

position classification of the ith stroke of a character 

direction classification of the ith stroke of a character 

physical measurement of length of the ith stroke of a character 

physical measurement of type of the ith stroke of a character 

physical measurement of position of the ith stroke of a character 

physical measurement of direction of the ith stroke of a character 

a straight line segment that connect start point S and end point E of a 

X1 



stroke 

µL1 membership function for length measure 

µTi membership function for type measure 

µP.J membership function for position measure 

µD1 membership function for direction measure 

µ L1 =k membership function for length measure of k classification 

µTj=k membership function for type measure of k classification 

µP.J=k membership function for position measure of k classification 

µ v1=k membership function for direction measure of k classification 

µ 9 similarity measure of the ith input stroke to thejth template stroke 
concerning local features 

V; primitive stroke type of the ith input stroke 

vj primitive stroke type ofthejth mask stroke 

Cy degree of confidence corresponding to the primitive stroke types from 
the ith input stroke to the jth mask stroke 

ry similarity measure from the ith input stroke to thejth template stroke 
corresponding to local and structural features 

R rating matrix 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Machine replication of human abilities has been of interest to researchers for 

decades. One of the major fast growing research areas is replication of human reading. 

This involves domain knowledge of character recognition and requires intensive study of 

visual perception to accomplish the task. The origin of character recognition can be 

traced back to 1870. It was first designed to aid the visually handicapped with the 

breakthrough of the sequential scanner. In 1900, it was then successfully applied by the 

Russian scientist Tyurin [6]. The current version of character recognition comes after 

the development of the digital computer in the middle 1940s. Thereafter, much work has 

been done by researchers from all over the world and for all different kinds of character 

sets. 

1.2 Motivation 

Over the years, researchers have tried every effort to find better solutions to 

handprinted character recognition. These solutions include searching for robust and fast 

algorithms, developing special purpose hardware, designing new feature extraction 

techniques, etc. These attempts do give us clues about the next generation of character 

1 
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recognition systems, but they are not yet satisfactory. The recognition rates of 

handprinted character recognition systems need to be improved. Fast and improved 

feature extraction methodologies need to be not only developed but also simplified. The 

innovations of the hardware need to be combined with the recent advances in software 

technologies. Also, new aspects, such as quality factors [14], human knowledge [ 40], 

and dynamic information [ 41 ], need to be considered during the design of a recognition 

system It may take another decade or even more to find solutions to all of these. 

Although the recent improvements are not yet satisfactory, they are very encouraging. 

Among very different character sets, the recognition of handprinted Chinese 

characters is particular]y challenging. This is due to the following reasons. 

( 1) The Chinese character set contains a large amount of characters. There are 

more than 42,000 characters in total and about 3,000 - 5,000 in daily use. 

(2) The complexities of most of the Chinese characters are high. 

(3) There is a large amount of similarities among different categories. 

( 4) There are great variations among different writers. 

Another obvious motivation for constructing a character recognition system 

comes from the potential applications and their market share. Character recognition 

technology has enjoyed a very successful history of applications and has been applied in 

the practical world for decades. Many articles as well as researchers have covered 

various applications of this fast growing technology [3,10]. These applications can be 

discerned two main streams: on-line and off-line. On-line character recognition means 

that the recognition process is carried out while a symbol is drawn, while off-line 
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character recognition means that the recognition process is carried out after the symbols 

are drawn. 

On-line recognition requires a transducer to capture the writing. The most often 

used interface is the tablet or digitizer. Real time and dynamic information are provided 

because of the nature of the on-line recognition. Moreover, the speed of recognition 

need only be fast enough to keep up with the writing speed. On-line recognition has 

several applications; e.g., computer-aided design (CAD), on-line data input, handwritten 

programs, mathematical symbols and formulas, and learning by computer. Syntactic or 

logic methods are more :frequently used in on-line recognition due to the close relation of 

the shape of patterns and properties of features. 

Off-line recognition requires an optical reader to convert images after drawing. 

A typical optical scanner provides resolution of300-400 dpi. Since the process is carried 

out after the drawing of images, the dynamic information is no longer available for 

processing. Off-line character recognition is a subset of optical character recognition 

(OCR) by the utilization of the optical readers. The requirement of recognition speed is 

usually faster than on-line because the processing of a document may seem to take too 

long. Off-line recognition consists of applications such as reading tools for the blind, 

communication tools for the deaf, postal address reading, document or form conversion 

and analyzing, bar code reading and signature verification. Statistic or structural 

approach is often used due to the associated linguistic and contextual information. 

Due to the restrictions of current methods, the challenge of handprinted Chinese 

characters, and the potential applications, we conclude that handprinted Chinese 

character recognition is a research field worth continuous study. The above reasons 
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have led us in investigating and in designing a Chinese handprinted character recognition 

system 

1.3 The Properties of Chinese Character 

Chinese characters are neither alphabetical nor phonetic. They are monosyllabic 

words that form polysyllabic phrases. According to the Kangxi Dictionary, there are 

about 42,000 characters in total and about 3,000 to 5,400 in daily usage. Each character 

represents a word and may either be itself a radical or be decomposed into a radical plus 

a residue. Moreover, a character may be further decomposed into line segments called 

strokes (from pen-down to pen-up). Most strokes are written as horizontal, vertical, or 

diagonal; closed curves are not allowed. However, certain exceptions may apply as long 

as general writing rules are followed; these rules are top-to-bottom and left-to-right. 

Although the writing of the Chinese character is taught formally in schools, the 

order of writing for each character may vary from writer to writer. This is owing to the 

various writing styles and habits adapted from the surroundings. Every Chinese 

character has a unique standard sequence of writing, but not every writer follows the 

standard sequence. This complicates the identification of a character based on stroke 

order. In the next section, a generalized·character recognition system is presented. 

1.4 A Generalized Character Recognition System 

Research articles that survey recent improvements in optical character 

recognition technologies [1-13] are quite a few in number. Though the methodologies 

are applied to different symbols or characters, they are essentially the same. From this 



point of view, we wish to sketch the hierarchy of a generalized character recognition 

system 

The central issue of character recognition is to emulate human visual perception. 

There is no doubt that two goals are set forward to be achieved -- speed and accuracy 

(though these are not always possible). With various writing styles and habits, even the 

best optical readers, eyes, have difficulties in recognition. It is thus very interesting to 

know how humans accomplish the task and why we sometimes make mistakes. The 

major challenge of handprinted character recognition is due to variations in handwriting. 

We may say that no one will be able to write a character or a word exactly the same 

twice. This is owing to the surroundings, mood, habit and other factors. 

5 

To accomplish certain tasks in the same way as humans do, a character 

recognition system must first tolerate variations among writers (theoretically). It then 

performs built-in methodologies to recognize input characters. A diagram in Figure 1.1 

shows the hierarchy of a general purpose recognition system. This recognition system is 

based on the consideration of the basic requirements from various reviews [2,5,9,10]. 

The components of this generalized recognition system are described as follows. 

1.4 .1 Digitizer 

A row image must be digitized through a scanner or a tablet before it can be 

further processed. In most cases, a row image consists of a matrix of at least 32x32 

pixels. Each element in the matrix may be either multi-gray levels or binary levels. 

Usually, a scanned image is converted from multi-gray levels into binary levels to 

optimize the system performance. This conversion not only saves the memory 



requirements during processing, but also speeds up the time for computation. 

Thereafter, the digitized image is sent to the preprocessor for further processing. 

1.4.2 Preprocessor 

6 

To process the digitized image, the preprocessor plays an important role in a 

character recognition system. Without the preprocessing stage, a digitized image may 

contain noise from the sample itself or from the input device. These unwanted data may 

cause serious problems at a later stage. The objectives of preprocessing are threefold: 

(A) to separate digitized characters, 

(B) to eliminate wild noise, and 

(C) to normalize an input pattern. 

To separate digitized characters, a segmentation algorithm must be performed. It 

is system dependent whether a segmentation operation is applied or not. Some 

recognition systems require writers to write in a box. This approach does not require the 

segmentation operation with a simple constraint. However, this approach may be 

inconvenient to writers during writing. According to Nouboud [9], there are three ways 

to segment a character. The :first method is to segment a character into elements, where 

an element is described by length, and angles concerning the horizon. The second 

approach to segment a·character is to identify the curvature maxim or the local extreme 

in x and y axes. The last method is to separate a character into components where pen 

lifts occur. Thus, it is more suitable for on-line character recognition rather than for off

line character recognition. Notice that the process of character segmentation becomes 
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simple if a time constraint is defined. Therefore, most refined segmentation mechanisms 

are developed for off-line applications [25-29]. 

It is often the case that a digitized image contains wild noise or the data itself is 

distorted. To eliminate this kind of noise, some operations are required for individual 

recognition systems. These operations include noise reduction and image smoothing. 

The central issue of both operations is to reduce the amount of information to be stored 

and to remove wild noise generated by users or by the hardware itse1£ Two major 

smoothing processes need to be employed after filtering the data: filling and thinning. 

Filling is used to get rid of breaks, gaps and holes in patterns, and thinning is used to 

remove noise, bumps, and isolated bits. Recently, several researchers [30,31] have tried 

to implement some of the above-mentioned operations on parallel machines. Eventually, 

these new methods will be improved and applied to practical applications. 

By normalizing an input pattern, we mean that data representing the character 

may be normalized in terms of size, orientation, or position. It is not required for every 

recognition system to perform normalization for every aspect, yet it is common to most 

character recognition systems to perform specific normalization for special needs. 

Pointers to references for normalization of size, orientation or position can be found in 

article [9]. In case of correlation matching, where a linear normalization is inadequate 

due to irregular variations in handprinted characters, non-linear normalization methods 

[32,33] can be used to produce more stable results. 

Godsen [16] presented a survey of preprocessing techniques. These techniques 

consist of filling in holes, skeletonization, centering, displacing, rotation, shearing rows 

and columns, thickening, and size normalization. Tue recognition rate of a character 
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recognition system highly depends on the applied preprocessing methodologies. This is 

because an unstable preprocessing operation may inadvertently remove the data we 

want. Hence, an input will no longer possess distinct properties that may be extracted by 

the feature extractor. 

1.4.3 Feature Extractor 

Each digitized character has its own distinctive properties. These properties 

must be extracted to match with those stored in the database. From the classification 

point of view, the extraction of features plays an important role in a recognition system 

It also implies that a successful recognition system relies on both the feature extractor 

and the classification recognizer. 

1.4.4 Recognizer 

A recognizer performs matching among input characters and masks. The central 

issue of a recognition system is the matching process. With certain information obtained 

from both the input and the mask, a recognizer is able to determine the degree of 

similarity between them Intuitively, the variations between different characters are more 

important than the variations between the same character. This is particularly true for 

Chinese characters that contain complex characters and form a large character set. To 

simplify this matter, many researchers suggest implementing recognition systems for 

Chinese in two phases. The first phase is to preclassify input characters into different 

classes. The second phase is to apply an in-depth comparison technique to measure the 

similarity between input and masks within the same class. The major reason to subdivide 
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the recognition process into two phases is to reduce the comparison time by discarding 

irrelevant characters. This complicates the design of a recognition system for Chinese 

since a good preclassi:fication methodology for a large set of characters is usually hard to 

find. 

There are various matching techniques available for matching among characters; 

for example, dynamic programming, linear programming, relaxation, string and graph 

matching, neural networks, etc. These methodologies usually depend on the extracted 

features from both input and masks. A thorough evaluation of recognition 

methodologies as well as advantages and disadvantages of features is of great help in 

developing a recognition system 

1.4.5 Postprocessor 

Though the recognition rates for some of the character recognition systems have 

reached up to 99%, it is still not satisfactory compared to the visual perception of human 

beings. Many researchers [118] have tried to improve with postprocessing techniques 

provided that contextual or linguistic information is known after recognition. A 

dictionary look-up with embedded search structure that provides matching of phrases is 

a general linguistic approach. Another approach is training; most of the off:.line 

character recognition systems provide training capabilities. This technique is very 

flexible with the trade-off of time. 



Input Digitizer Preprocessor 
Feature 

Extractor 
Recognizer Postprocessor 

Figure 1.1: Diagram of the generalized character recognition system 
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1. 5 Problems and Strategies 

From the above review of a generalized character recognition system and its 

background, it is clear that there still remain some problems. The problems of the 

recognition of handprinted Chinese characters stem from both static and dynamic points 

of view. By static, Chinese characters are multi-categorized, complex, and similar 

among different categories. By dynamic, the writing variations of a character may vary 

from writer to writer, and the order of writing may depend on the training received by 

the writer. Even a well-trained native Chinese does not guarantee that all characters are 

written in the correct sequence. In the following, we discuss some of the solutions that 

have been applied to such problems as these by researchers. 

1.5.1 Multitude of Categories and Complexity of Characters 

As mentioned earlier, Chinese characters constitute a large set. This character 

set can be classified into many categories. This property is the cause of one of the major 

problems in recognizing Chinese characters. A promising strategy to solve this problems 

is to preclassify or to cluster this large and complex character set into small groups. 

Some well-known preclassification schemes for offi.line recognition, such as orthogonal 

expansion, stroke distribution, stroke analysis and background feature distn"bution can be 

found in [7,34-36]. As for on-line recognition, stroke based methods [119], where 

structure features are classified during dynamic writing, are also available. 

The other problem is the complexity of Chinese characters. More than 10% of 

Chinese characters contain more than 20 strokes, such as {I., ~, and :i\. If the 



representation of a character is complex, the size of the template database may be very 

large. As a result, it may affect the matching speed and consume disk spaces on the 

secondary storage. 

1.5.2 Similarity among Different Categories 

Some Chinese characters are very similar, such as -JG and :::k.., J:. and ±. If 

distinct features for each category can be extracted, the similarities among different 

categories will not cause too many problems. Notice that it is not always possible to 

extract distinct features to distinguish two similar characters from each other. Some 

researchers employed probability and statistical information to find the best candidate. 

Nevertheless, it is not always posS1"ble to obtain statistical information before hand in a 

practical application. In such case, post-processing techniques [118] that provide 

contextual or linguistic information are another approach. 

1.5.3 Wide Variety ofWriting Variations 

12 

The same problem existed among handprinted recognition in other character sets 

is the wide variety of writing variations among writers. There are too many factors that 

affect the writing. To name a few, they are culture, education, habit, mood, 

surroundings, writing devices, or even time. If an on-line application heavily relies on 

the order of strokes,_ the system performance becomes critical unless writing constraints 

are applied before recognition. In such case, adaptive learning may also be used to learn 

from experience as well. Notice that the recognition rate becomes very unstable when a 
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character is ill-written. How to manage the writing variations is still a challenging 

research topic. 

1.6 Objectives of the Study 

The major research objective is to develop a prototype of an on-line handprinted 

Chinese character recognition system Figure 1.2 sketches the ·components of the 

proposed on-line handprinted Chinese recognition system; the dotted block diagram.is 

the major concern of this research and is controlled by the software interface. A new 

approach to recognize the most :frequently used Chinese characters (about 5,400} is 

proposed. This new approach includes character representation, primitive stroke 

extraction and fuzzy similarity measure from an input to the mask in the database. As a 

result, several goals are to be achieved and they are summarized as follows. 

( 1) To reduce the size of masks as well as to reduce the size of the database on the 

secondary storage. 

(2) To tolerate variations of handprinted Chinese characters by different writers. 

(3) To decrease the training time of the template database. 
0 

(4) To improve or at least maintain the recognition rate. 

1. 7 Outline of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 is a review of character 

recognition technologies. Chapter 3 presents the new feature representation scheme for 

a stroke based character set -- Chinese. Chapter 4 introduces the fuzzy similarity 

measure between an input and a template. Chapter 5 presents implementation and 
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evaluation of the system performance. The last chapter summarizes the work and future 

study. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

With the volume of articles, the review of this chapter mostly concerns the 

recognition of Chinese characters. This review summarizes the historical advancement 

of character recognition technologies. It is :further organized as four groups: recognition 

of alphanumeric characters, recognition of printed Chinese characters, recognition of 

handprinted Chinese characters, and miscellaneous. Research publications of the first 

group are randomly selected to reflect their merits in the area of character recognition. 

The rest of the groups are mainly devoted to the recognition of Chinese characters. The 

second group reviews some techniques applied to fixed-font and multi-font printed 

Chinese characters. The third group reviews handprinted Chinese characters. The last 

group is a special collection of recognition processes that apply either :fuzzy logic or 

neural networks. 

2.2 Recognition of Alphanumeric Characters 

Many successful applications for the recognition of alphanumeric characters have 

been investigated and implemented for years; such as the recognition of postal addresses 

[42,43], on-line run-on character recognition [47], document processing [61], and 

16 



signature verification [ 48]. Due to the importance of alphanumeric characters, this 

section is devoted to showing the current research trends rather than covering the 

historical advancement in this area. 

17 

Gader et al [ 44] applied a pipeline strategy for handwritten numeral recognition. 

This pipeline strategy combines a two-stage template-based technique and a model-based 

technique. By the training on rejecting from the preceding stage, the system can yield 

higher reliability without a corresponding loss in recognition. Wang and Wang [ 46] 

proposed an approach for unconstrained handwritten numerals. Their approach derives 

stroke changing sequence and primitives from crossing number sequence and left-right 

profiles. Then a decision tree is established on the basis of these features for recognition. 

Smagt [ 4 5] conducted experiments for the recognition of numerals based on the 

methodologies of feed-forward networks, Hopfield networks and competitive learning 

networks. Performance results from various network topologies were compared to the 

k-nearest-neighbor under the same condition. Another example with modified sparse 

distributed memory network model was conducted by Fan and Wang [60]. 

Since fuzzy logic caught the attention of the public, many practical research 

topics have been re-evaluated by using this methodology. Siy and Chen [ 62] interpreted 

numerals by membership :functions. Kickert and Koppelaar [63] extended the syntactic 

recognition scheme by the idea of fuzzy sets to replace the probabilistic approach to 

recognizing capitals. Gary and Joe [109] proposed to represent structural relations 

between primitives by fuzzy attnlmted graphs. The similarity of two fuzzy attributed 

graphs of a known character and an unknown character is then estimated. 
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An interesting piece of research by Boccignone et al. [ 41] was to recover part of 

the lost script dynamics from stati9 handwritten numerals. They reconstructed the order 

of writing from the possible conjunctions where a pen-up (pen-down) occurred; thus 

allowing a more effective description of characters for recognition purposes. Nadal and 

Suen [ 40] intended to differentiate confusing numerals by applying more human input. 

Clearly, these techniques have shown some of the future trends in this field. 

Wang and Gupta I 49] proposed an improved extended octal code that 

offers flexibility of size, orientation, and variation. Another structural approach from 

Nouboud and Plamondon [50] employs the chain code representation to encode each 

character. Thus, classification is a simple task of string comparisons. 

2.3 Recognition of Printed Chinese Characters 

The earliest report on machine printed Chinese character recognition was from 

Casey and Nagy [17] in 1966. Since then, many researchers have proposed the 

recognition offixed-font [51,52] and multi-font [53-59,115] for printed Chinese 

characters. These approaches include correlation, transformation, global and local 

analysis, shape matching, structural analysis, projection profiles, etc. In general, it is 

more difficult to recognize multi-font than to recognize fixed-fonts of printed characters. 

However, it is still far more easy than recognizing handwritten characters. This is 

because differences between two fonts are predictable while differences between two 

writers vary from time to time. In the next two sections, the review of fixed-font and 

multi-font for printed Chinese characters are presented. 
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2.3.1 Fixed-Font 

Nakata et al. [51] employed the correlation of frequency components from two 

projection profiles ofa character. These features are invariant to the change of position 

of a pattern. Moreover, the dimensionality of the information is greatly reduced by the 

use of main components. Wang and Shiau [52] proposed the use of three 

transformations -- Fourier, Hadamard, and Rapid .. They also proposed a three-stage 

search structure with a dictionary to optimize the search. 

2.3.2 Multi-Font 

The methods of recognizing multi-font printed Chinese characters fall into two 

groups; identifying the font before recognition and direct recognition. However, we 

humans do not require the font information to recognize a character. Therefore, direct 

matching of characters is a more general approach than the other. 

Tsukumo and Asai [53] proposed three improved loci features; namely, four 

direction feature, four outer periphery feature, and four local comer feature. 

Chen et al. [54] proposed to encode a printed character in terms of relative 

position and relative direction. To solve ambiguities among different fonts, a stroke 

merging method was employed to extract strokes more steadily. 

For years, the statistical approach has been one of the main streams for pattern 

recognition. Jeng et al [55] utilized a discrete-state Markov process to solve the input 

problem of Chinese characters. Another type of research based on the stability of feature 

points (nodes and end points) was proposed by Zhang et al [56]. First, they measured 
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the complexity of feature points, then calculated the similarity on the dispersion of the 

selected font. Unfortunately, the complexity measure of feature points is unstable in 

some cases, particularly when the connections of line segments are irregular. Huang and 

Huang [57] proposed regression analysis to obtain either the value of slope angle or a 

dispersion code. They also preclassified a character by peripheral blocks and achieved an 

overall rejection rate of 1.25%. 

Neural networks applied to character recognition have achieved a certain amount 

of success. Wu and Tsai [58] conducted an experiment on decision-tree approach by 

neocognitrons. Jeng et al. [115] evaluated the applicability of clustering and 

classification algorithms based on k-means clustering, neural net classifier, and a Hidden 

Markov matching scheme. They reached a 98% recognition rate on average for inside 

test, and 91 % for outside tests. Another study of neural networks applied to printed 

Chinese was proposed by Zhang et al. [59]. They showed the effectiveness of 

associative memory networks by carefully selecting Hadamard vectors to represent the 

inner codes. 

. 2.4 Recognition ofHandprinted Chinese Characters 

Research on the recognition ofhandwritten Chinese characters was previously 

done mostly by Japanese researchers. A survey based on evaluations for the recognition 

of Japanese Kanji characters can be found in [7]. Many researchers point out that the 

future research direction should be based on a combination of both topological feature 

analysis [65-69] and global feature analysis [70-73,29]. This is due to the consideration 

of the stability of features and ease of mask making mentioned in chapter I. 
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From the synthetic point of view, each Chinese character is simply a combination 

of strokes. A stroke is considered as consecutive short line segments from pen-down to 

pen-up. An intuitive approach of the recognition is stroke analysis. This analysis is 

further classified according to the complexity of line segments; that is, approaches are 

based on short line segments [74-81], strokes [82-96], and radicals (composition of 

strokes) [17,97-100]. Cheng and Hsu [101] proposed three stroke extraction methods 

based on pen movement, feature point, and Hough transformation for a digitized image. 

From the matching point of view, methodologies employed for recognition vary 

from system to system. To name a few, they are attributed grammar [102,103], 

attributed graph [69,80], decision rule [83], dynamic programming 

[29,65,68, 71, 76,81,86,96], :fuzzy logic [104-108], knowledge-based [84], mutually best 

matching [90], neural networks [110-114], relaxation [67,74,75,78,84,93,94], segment 

matching [70,72,73], transformation invariant [100] and tree search [85,88,89,92,95,97]. 

On the basis of the above observations, our review focuses on two major parts: 

description ability of features (global feature or topological feature) and complexity of 

line segments ( short line segment, stroke or radical). Different matching methods are 

discussed in each section. 

2.4.1 Description Ability of Features 

2.4.1.1 Methods Based on Global Features Global features are easy to 

implement and are unaffected by minor local changes. However, these features are very 

sensitive to style variations. Yamashita et al. [70] proposed extracting feature vectors 

based on the distribution of strokes, and employed segment matching with average 



vectors in a dictionary. Chen et al. [71] employed a Hough transformation to map 

Chinese characters from the spatial domain into parametric space; then dynamic 

programming was applied to optimize the matching process. Some researchers 

[29, 72, 73] extracted stroke distribution features such as crossing counts, contour line 

length and profiles. They then applied different matching methods for discrimination. 
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2.4.1.2 Methods Based on Topological Features Topological features tolerate 

high degrees of distortion and style variations, but the complexity of the extraction 

process complicates the mask making. Ikeda et al. [65] and Jeng [68] both employed 

dynamic programming techniques to optimize matching probability. Ikeda et al. utilized 

stroke vector sequences and position vector sequences to represent the skeleton and 

local characteristics, while Jeng applied accumulated stroke features to reflect the 

topological properties of a character. 

Liu and Kasvand [ 66] extracted peripheral features ( end point, comer, hook, and 

intersection) to reflect the local property of a word. Another similar set oflocal features 

(hook, end point, T-shape, cross, and comer) was suggested by Xie and Suk [67]. They 

then applied a relaxation scheme for matching based on the above features. A paper 

from Chen and Lieh [69] employs relaxation both on the learning stage to synthesize 

different attn'buted graphs and on the recognition stage to match similar graphs. 

2.4.2 Complexity ofLine Segments 

2.4.2.1 Methods Based oil Short Line Segments Every Chinese character is a 

composition of short line segments. The complexity of matching is high since every 



stroke is decomposed into short line segments. This may cause difficulties or prolong 

the matching process. 
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Cheung and Leung [77] proposed a chain-code transformation to represent line 

segments for Chinese characters. This method is similar to the Hough transformation 

but has an advantage in that background noise is eliminated. Lu et al [80] used a 

hierarchical attributed graph representation; thus the recognition process becomes a 

simple task of graph matching. This approach can tolerate great variations among 

different writing variations. 

Relaxation matching was first proposed by Yamamoto and Rosenfeld [74] for 

possible matching among polygonal approximation of characters. Several other 

publications [75, 78] also employ this technique to reduce local ambiguities. Owing to its 

property of elastic matching, it cantolerate considerable degrees of distortion. 

Unfortunately, the performance of this technique is highly dependent upon the 

complexity of a character. 

Compared to relaxation matching, algorithms of dynamic programming (DP) take 

less computation time. Dynamic programming is :frequently adopted for string matching 

of an input pattern to reference patterns. Yamada [76] applied DP techniques 

hierarchically for the matching of both intra-contour and inter-contour. Lee and Chen 

[81] also employed a DP technique based on the accumulated chain codes for line 

approximation. To reduce the conventional complexity of DP algorithms, Tsay [79] 

proposed a model-guided attn'buted string matching by split and merge. This has proven 

to be very useful. 
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2.4.2.2 Methods Based on Strokes Stroke based algorithms are the most popular 

approach in the recent studies. Most elaborate algorithms use primitive strokes as the 

main features. However, if a matching algorithm is strongly based on the number of 

strokes, it may reduce the matching results unless a merge operation is applied. 

Wang et al. [93] extracted features based on a full stroke while Cheng et al. [94] 

sought to obtain some local information from a sub-stroke. They both applied relaxation 

for elastic matching. Since features are stroke based rather than line segment based, the 

complexity of relaxation is greatly reduced. A modification of the relaxation matching 

was proposed by Leung et al. [84] on a stroke based analysis. The idea is to incorporate 

human knowledge about Chinese characters to remove inconsistencies; thus, speeding up 

the process. Yet, the training of the knowledge system is time consuming and requires 

an experienced supervisor. 

Lin et al. [86] extracted primitive strokes based on a finite state mechanism DP 

was applied for the matching among primitive strokes. In the second stage, the positions 

of strokes were considered to improve the recognition rate. Lin et al. [96] built a 

deviation-expansion model that contains the hypothetical knowledge for reference 

patterns. A matching graph based on DP scheme was employed to optimize the 

matching distance between an input and reference patterns. 

Chou and Tsai [90,91] advocated an iteration matching scheme based on 

mutually best matching and at most one to one mapping. In their experiment, a match 

network was constructed and dynamically optimized to show the matching result 

between an input and template strokes. 
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Tree search algorithms for matching between an input and masks are very flexible 

for small sized character sets. A large character set as Chinese may suffer from the 

problem of maintenance. Therefore, tree search algorithms are mostly used in limited 

application such as candidate selection [95], model-guided matching [88,89], or 

knowledge based searching [92]. 

2.4.2.3 Methods Based on Radicals The problem confronted by radical based 

algorithms is the difficulty in correctly extracting radicals. According to the properties 

of Chinese characters, there are 214 distinct radicals. Some are left-right separable as .if.. 

in#-; some are top-down separable as .if.. in*; some may exist in different forms as :1](. 

in M and *-· These facts complicate the design of an extraction scheme. 

Yhap and Greanias [97] extracted a reduced radical set of 72 alphabetic 

elements. During the extraction stage, they employed a tree-structured algorithm for the 

classification of multi-segmented strokes. Cheng and Hsu [98,99] proposed to extract 

radicals based on background thinning. This method consists of three steps: dividing by 

projection, dividing by background thinning and dividing by window extraction. Some 

results have been achieved, but special characters are not considered and errors still exist 

at the last stage. Liao and Huang [100] proposed a transformation invariant matching 

algorithm that is invulnerable to the defects of thinning algorithms with trade-off of more 

computation time. 
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2. 5 Miscellaneous 

2.5.l~Logic 

Recognition mechanisms based on probability density :functions usually have to 

estimate from a training set. Jn a practical application, a training set is often a subjective 

matter. Therefore, it may not be practical to deal with the style variations by probability 

approach. Fuzzy membership :functions, on the contrary, provide the degree of 

membership of a pattern in a :fuzzy set without any assuming :function. This concept was 

:first proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [21]. Since then, much attention has been caught by the 

public. 

Cheng et al. [104,105] proposed to denote location measure and position 

measure of a stroke by the use of fuzzy membership :functions. Then, a matching 

problem is reduced to a simple assignment problem Chan and Cheung [106] extended 

the idea of attributed graph to Fuzzy-Attribute Graph (FAG) by making attributes :fuzzy; 

thus equality of attributes is no longer appropriate for similarity measure. They then 

suggested a new measure for matching two F AGs. Another piece of research from 

Cheng and Tseng [108] concentrates on the extraction of invariant features for map 

recognition. They extracted six features that include fuzzy weighted ring data. In the 

matching stage, a :fuzzy membership matching for similarity measure was applied. 

2.5.2 Neural networks 

A promising technology of pattern recognition is to apply neural networks. In a 

recent study, neural networks have proven to be very useful for many applications. 
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Advantages of this technology for character recognition are automatic training, robust 

performance, potential for parallelization, and reduced storage requirements. Whether 

or not the emulating of human behavior is achieved; the impact from neural networks is 

tremendous. A smvey from Hildebrandt and Liu [ 4] has paid special attention to recent 

connectionist paradigms. 

A Hopfield network-based content addressable associative memory was 

proposed by Yong [110] to perform the task ofrecognition. The author emphasized 

emulating biological function -- at times one thing may remind us of several others in our 

brains. To do so, a fast network was used for rough classification and some slow 

networks for detail matching. 

A neural network model based on the neocognitron was introduced by Su and 

Tsai [111] to solve large scale Chinese characters. They designed a classification tree by 

the use of stroke junction features. In addition, each node in the tree is a four-stage 

neocognitron and recognizes a few features to discriminate a small set of Chinese words. 

They also proposed a new feature extraction scheme called distributed feature extraction, 

to extract correct comer features. Another study by Hildebrandt [ 113] tried to improve 

the discrimination and generalization of the neocognitron model. The author proposed 

to identify Kanji in five stages; i.e., edge pixels, oriented edge segments, oriented stroke 

segments, feature points, and Kanji characters. A better rejection rate has been reported; 

this has demonstrates that the generalization capability of the new model exceeds the 

original model. However, the discrimination capability suffers somewhat. 

The paper from Lee et al. [ 112] tried to improve the learning speed and to reduce 

the architectural complexity. They applied a single layer perceptron classifier with no 
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hidden layer. A backpropagation learning algorithm was employed to iteratively adjust 

the weights of the perceptron during the learning stage. Recognition rates of99% for 

multi-font and 91 % for handprinted Chinese characters are reported. Another approach 

based on the backpropagation neural network was descnbed by Tseng and Huang [114] 

to obtain the correct Mandarin phonetic transcription from the stroke sequence of a 

Chinese character. Their experiment successfully demonstrates the recognition of a 

subset of handprinted Chinese characters. For a large set where learning time increases 

fast, the modularity and scaling should be considered to improve the performance. 

2.6 Summary 

We have reviewed various recognition systems based on the extracted features 

and employed methodologies. Some restrictions to the systems are ignored during the 

review unless they were specifically mentioned in the articles. In general, most of the 

systems have removed one or partial constraints such as stroke order, stroke number, 

square writing, etc. Some algorithms have advantages over the others under special 

considerations, such as ease of implementation, possibility of extension, and storage 

requirement. Nevertheless, it is difficult to make a clear statement about whether one 

system is superior to another; this is partially because of the differences among 

environments and partially because of the lack of objective criteria. There is no doubt 

that an integrated, fast, accurate, and highly tolerant system is needed. 



CHAPTER ID 

FEATURE SELECTION AND REPRESENTATION 

3 .1 Introduction 

The central issue of pattern recognition is to extract distinct characteristics from 

an input and match them with those stored in the database. It is not always possible to 

extract distinct features, and yet it is crucial for every recognition system to discriminate 

one class from the others. Therefore, it is very important to know the properties of a 

feature. The basic criteria for the selection of features comply with the following rules. 

They must be distinctive; they must not be sensitive to variation in shape; they must be 

typical and present in many characters; they must be easy enough to detect and to 

extract. From these points of view, a review of features and comparisons of recognition 

techniques are very helpful for the design and implementation of a character recognition 

system 

3. 2 Feature Detection 

According to Suen [15], from the analysis point of view, there are two main 

streams of feature analysis: global and structural. Each form of analysis consists of three 

methodologies. For global analysis, a methodology for the distribution of points is 

29 
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employed to provide position information, density, distance between certain points, and 

crossing counts. A transformation is used as the second methodology to convert a 

matrix into a series, a vector, or a spectrum. Finally, physical measurement obtains the 

physical width and height corresponding to the rows and columns of a matrix. For 

structural analysis, all three methodologies produce a line representation for a character. 

Each methodology has its own characteristics and merits. Figure 3 .1 is a simplified 

version of feature detection techniques based on the work in [15]. 

3.3 Comparison ofRecognition Techniques 

In this section, we are looking at recognition techniques based on different 

feature properties. Though the central issue of a recognition system is classification, the 

success of a character recognition system is also built on how useful and distinctive the 

extracted features are. This also implies that differences between characters are more 

important than variations between different instances of the same character. Much work 

has been done on evaluating various recognition techniques based on feature properties 

[2-4,10]. With a better understanding of feature properties and the emergence of new 

technologies, the chances of developing improved recognition systems are greater. In 

the following, recognition techniques are briefly discussed and they are grouped by 

"global feature analysis" and "structural feature analysis". The details given below are 

mainly from the results presented in the research articles [2,4, 10]. 
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Class Analysis Methodologies Property 

Distribution of position, density, 
points profile, or crossings 

Global Transformation 
series, spectrum or 

Analysis vector representation 

Physical physical width and 
Measurements height 

Feature Class 
Line Segments 

and Edges 
line representation 

Structural Contour line representation 
Analysis Tracing 

Skeletonization line representation 

Figure 3 .1: Hierarchy of feature detections. 

3.3.1 Global Feature Analysis 

This category contains techniques that extract global information from the input 

image. These methods are different from local methods in that an image is considered as 

a whole, rather than as limited regions. Therefore, features are extracted from every 

point inside a surrounding frame of a character. 

Two major techniques for matching are "template matching and correlations" and 

"transformations and series expansions". The first technique usually results in high 

climensionality of feature vectors. The second approach is to reduce the dimensionality 

of the first approach and to extract features that are invariant to global translation or 

rotation. 
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The implementations of extraction and mask making of global features are easy, 

and these processes are unaffected by minor local changes. However, dependence on 

position alignment and high sensitivity to distortion of style variations are the major 

drawbacks. 

3.3.2 Structural Feature Analysis 

This category of features represents the structural information of the input. They 

contain not only global but also local properties. These features tolerate high degrees of 

distortion and style variations while providing a certain amount of tolerance to rotation 

and translation. Owning to the afore-mentioned advantages, this category is the most 

popular feature method among researchers. Unfortunately, the complexity of the 

extraction process complicates mask making. 

It is obvious that all methods suffer different disadvantages; yet they all have their 

merits from various points of view. 

3 .4 Normalization 

As mentioned earlier, data representing a character may be normalized in terms 

of size, orientation, or position. It is not required for every recognition system to 

perform normalization for every aspect, yet it is common to most character recognition 

systems to perform specific normalization for special needs. In our experiment, a 

character is adjusted to the size ofN by N (N = 64 pixels) before it can be used as an 

input or stored as a template in the database. 
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Recall that a Chinese character is a collection of strokes; a stroke is a collection 

of points. By normalization, every point associated with each stroke of a character is 

reallocated within a specific size. To transfer every point associated with a stroke, the 

smallest square that circumscribes the entire character is obtained during the writing. 

Assume A denotes the smallest square and WA denotes the width of A. Normalization of 

start point S(xa, Ya) to S' (x's, y~) of a stroke is given by: 

These equations are applied to every feature point that constitutes a character. By 

definition, a feature point is considered as either a start point S, an end point E, or any 

point between Sand E of a stroke. For example, an end point E(xe, Ye) is normalized to 

E' (x'e, y'e). After all feature points are properly adjusted, the resulting points are used 

to depict a character. 

3. 5 Stroke Representation 

There exist many versions of the definition of a stroke. Due to the property of 

on-line recognition, it is more appealing to define a stroke as the composition of line 

segments from pen-down to pen-up; i.e., from a start point to an end point. Moreover, a 

stroke is not required to be a straight line. 

Every Chinese character is a combination of strokes. From the syntactic point of 

view, it is straight forward to analyze individual strokes rather than the entire character. 

This approach has been adopted by many researchers and the progress is very 

encouragmg. 
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Conventional schemes of stroke representation require detailed description of the 

selected features in order to portrait the characteristics of a stroke. This usually ends up 

creating a large database :file to store the entire Chinese character set. To overcome this 

problem, we attempt to find a new representation scheme that will reduce the size of the 

database. 

In our approach, local and structural features are provided to represent a stroke. 

Since local features are sensitive to style variations, structure features are obtained to 

compensate for these effects. Equally, due to the difficulty of extracting structural 

features, local features are provided to transfer stable stroke information. Another major 

distinction between both features is that structural features can be extracted during 

writing, while local features must wait until the normalization of an entire character. In 

the following, we intend to examine the following issues for both local features and 

structural features. 

( 1) What features do we want to extract? 

(2) How to extract and what are their definitions? 

(3) When do these features appear to be unstable? 

3. 5 .1 Local Features 

Features from this category are considered as limited regions from an input. 

These features reflect the local information of an image. Considering stroke based 

Chinese characters, there is specific local information embedded within each stroke. This 

information includes length, type, position, direction, curvature, crossing, etc. 

Individually, none of them is suffi.cient to represent a stroke, but a combination of some 
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of these local features can provide general information about a stroke. To show the idea, 

we propose to extract length, type, position, and direction of a stroke. Definitions and 

stabilities of these features are followed immediately. 

3.5.1.1 Basic Definition A set oflocalfeatures is defined for stroke 

representation. These features are the length, type, position and direction of a stroke. 

For the ith stroke of a character, they are denoted as L;, T;, P;, and D; accordingly. They 

are abstractions of the physical properties of the selected stroke. Each feature is 

extracted after the normalization of a character for consistency consideration. They are 

all introduced in both linguistic and quantitative representations. The purpose of the 

linguistic description is to provide the conceptual characteristic of a stroke. Visual 

perception usually contains fuzzy interpretation. Very often, there is no need to specify 

the exact information of each stroke since the relations between strokes usually provide 

enough information about a character. Quantitatively, classification of each feature takes 

the power of inexact interpretation and minimizes the size required to describe a stroke. 

. With the combination of all these features, we have the advantage of enough information 

- for stroke analysis, while still being able to perform structural analysis if it is necessary. 

(A) Length of Stroke 

The length of a stroke is defined as one of the four linguistic primitives; i.e., very 

long (VL), long (L), short (S), and very short (VS). Let L; denote the length of the ith 

stroke of a character. L; is defined as the function JL (Ii) for O ~ Ii ~ Ji.N by 



O if O ~ Ii < N/4 for VS 

1 if N/4 ~ Ii < N/2 for S 
fL(l;) = 2 if N/2 ~Ii< 3N/4 for L 

3 if 3N/4 ~Ii~ JiN for VL 
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(3.1) 

where I; is the distance from the normalized start point S'(x's, y's) to the normalized end 

point E' (x'e, y'e) of the ith stroke. Thus, I; is given by 

(3.2) 

(B) Type of Stroke 

The type of a stroke is defined as one of the four linguistic primitives; i.e., 

vertical (V), upper-right to lower-left (RL), upper-left to lower-right (LR), and 

horizontal (H). The type of the ith stroke of a character, denoted as T;, is defined as the 

0 if 71r/8 < () 11 < ;r or O ~ ()11 ~ 1r/8 for H 

1 if 5;r/8 < ()11 ~ 71r/8 for LR 

if 1r/8 < ()11 ~ 31r/8 for RL 

3 if 3;r/8 < ()11 ~ 5;r/8 for V 

(3.3) 

where (). is measured counter-clockwise from the non-negative x-axis to the line that 
tz 

connects the normalized start point and the normalized end point of stroke i. 

Consequently, the equation for 01; is given as: 

ify~ = y: 

otherwise 
(3.4) 

(C) Position of Stroke 

The position of a stroke is defined corresponding to the center of a normalized 

character (origin). There are four linguistic primitives: very far (VF), far (F), close (C), 
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and very close (VC). The position of the ith stroke of a character, denoted as P;, is 

defined as the function fp(di) for O $; di $; .JiN/2 by 

0 if O $; di < N/8 for VC 

1 if N/8 $; di < N/4 for C 
fp(d;) = 

2 if N/4 $;di< 3N/8 for F 
(3.5) 

3 if 3N/8 $;di$; .JiN/2 for VF 

where d; is the distance from the normalized middle point (x'm, y' m) of the ith stroke to 

the origin and 

Therefore, d; of the ith stroke is given by 

(D) Direction of Stroke 

' ' 
and · Ys + Ye Ym = 2 

(3.6) 

There are four different primitive directions; i.e., East (E), South (S), West (W) 

and North (N). Let D; denote the abstraction of direction of the ith stroke. D; is defined 

as the function f D ( e di) for -,r < e di $; 7r by 

0 if 3,r/4 < 0 di $; 1r or - 1r < 0 di $; -3,r/4 for W 

1 if rr/4 < Odi $; 3rr/4 forN 
fv(Bai)= 2 if-3rr/4<0di $;-;r/4 forS (3-7) 

3 if-rr/4 < Odi $; rr/4 forE 

where Ba; is the relative direction from a normalized middle point to the origin. Thus, we 

get 
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edi = {:ccot(x' .ly' .) 

ify' m = 0 

ify' m > 0 . 

ify' m < 0 

(3.8) 

-arccot(x'mlY'm) 

Specification of each category oflocal features is presented in Table 3.1 as well 

as the corresponding graphical classification of each local feature in Figure 3.2. With 

binary number system, VS, H, VC and W are coded as 00; S, LR, C and N are coded as 

01; L, RL, F and Sare coded as 10; VL, V, VF, E are coded as 11. Consequently, the 

representation of a stroke by local features is efficiently encoded into one physical byte. 

The bit allocation in Table 3.2 shows the mapping oflocal features to a physical byte. 



Linguistic 
Description 
Quantitative 
Description 

L;=.k(11) 

Linguistic 
Description 
Quantitative 
Description 

1't = f rt. Bu) 

Linguistic 
Description 
Quantitative 
Description 
P;=fi{d1) 

Linguistic 
Description 
Quantitative 
Description 

D; = f n( Bt1t) 

TABLE3.l 

SPECIFICATION OF LOCAL FEATURES 
FOR THE ith STROKE OF ANY CHARACTER 

(a)Length 

very short (VS) · short (S) long(L) 

OSI;< N/4 N/4 Sli<N/2 N/2 S 1; < 3N/4 

0 1 2 

(b) Type 

horizontal (H) upper-left to upper-right to 
lower-right (LR) lower-left (RL) 

0 S ~ S 1t/8 
or 71t/8 < ~ < 1t 51t/8 < Bus 71t/8 1t/8 < ~ S 31t/8 

0 1 2 

( c) Position 

very close (VC) close(C) far (F) 

0 Sd1<N/8 N/8 Sd;<N/4 N/4 s d; < 3N/8 

0 1 2 

( d) Direction 

West(W) North(N) South(S) 

-1t < (}di S -31t/4 1t/4 < (}di S 3/41t -31t/4 < (}di S -1t/4 
or 3/41t < Bt1t S 1t 

0 1 2 
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very long (VL) 

3N/4 SI; S .JiN 

3 

vertical (V) 

31t/8 < ~ S 51t/8 
3 

very far (VF) 

3N/8 S d; S .Ji N/2 

3 

East(E) 

-1t/4 < (}di S 1t/4 

3 
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N 

L 

VL V 

(a) (b) 

N 

N X 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2: Graphical classification oflocal features. (a) Measure of stroke 
length where the cross represents the middle point of a stroke; (b) 
measure of stroke type where the crossing represents the middle point 
of a stroke; ( c) measure of stroke position where the cross represents 
the center of a character; ( d) measure of stroke direction where the 
crossing represents the center of a character. 

TABLE3.2 

STROKE REPRESENTATION BY LOCAL FEATURES 

Bit Position from the 
Most Si · cant Bit 

0 - 1 
2-3 
4-5 
6-7 

Contents 

stroke direction 
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3.5.1.2 Feature Stability The representation of a stroke has tremendously 

reduced the size of the masks in the database. Now, the question is "Are they always 

reliable?" Unfortunately, the answer is no. Imagining a stroke written in a square block 

on a sheet of paper, which would be the most unreliable among length, type, position, 

and direction? All four features are strongly dependent on where and how they are 

written. Nevertheless, it appears that the existence of some features reflects the stability 

of the others. To clarify this, how features were obtained becomes very important. 

Length and type are determined by the start and the end point of a stroke, while position 

and direction are measured from the middle point of a stroke. Therefore, we divide 

features into two groups; i.e., length versus type and position versus direction. 

(A) Length versus Type 

If the length of a stroke is long enough, the type is reliable because minor 

changes at the end of the stroke will not affect much of the type classification unless it is 

close to the boundary. On the contrary, if a stroke is too short, then the type may 

become unreliable. Very often, the writing of a short stroke may result in a great amount 

of type deviation at the end point. Consequently, the type of a short stroke may easily 

fall into other categories and the slope of the stroke may appear to be different from 

usual. 

At times, a short stroke may be ill written ( dramatically changed in direction); yet 

the recognition process by human eyes is not affected. This is because most short 

strokes are simple and we humans are apt to ignore their direction by picking up the 

length and position instead. As a result, variations in the type of a short stroke become 

less important for the recognition process. Figure 3.3 demonstrates some posSI'ble 



writings of the characters a and :1"]<.. As indicated by the arrows, short line segments 

may tum out to be different types; yet all characters in a row are identical. 

! ! ! 
' \ 

Figure 3. 3: Possible writings of the characters a and :?"]<.. 
As indicated, types of short strokes are not 
significant and are usually ignored during 
recognition. 

(B) Position versus Direction 

The position of a stroke is another example that may affect the reliability of the 
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direction of a stroke. When a stroke is classified as very close to the center, the direction 

becomes very ambiguous because the middle point could be in any direction closed to 

the origin. A little change of the position of the middle point could actually change the 

direction of a stroke from North to East, West, or even South. In such cases, the 

direction of a stroke is very unreliable. Whether or not human eyes capture the direction 

of a stroke is unknown, yet recognition is not affected by minor changes of the stroke 

position at the center. 
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If a recognition system does not consider the stability of features, it may degrade 

system performance. Under this premise, it is required to ana1yze feature stability to 

avoid the problem. From the above discussion, we neglect unstable information during 

the recognition process and will discuss this further in Chapter IV. In summary, the idea 

is to guide by template (mask) database to avoid unreliable information. 

3.5.2 Structural Features 

As mentioned earlier, structural approaches for mask making and feature 

extraction are usually difficult. Nevertheless, structural information is valuable for the 

recognition process. Recall that the definition of a stroke is from pen-down to pen-up; it 

is possi"ble that a stroke is a composition of straight line segments. In such cases, stroke 

represented by local features (length, type, position, and direction) becomes insufficient. 

It is even possible that two characters could be encoded to the same code or at least very 

closely. Consequently, ambiguity may jeopardize system performance during 

comparison. To overcome this problem, we propose to extract stroke based structural 

features -- primitive strokes. A primitive stroke is a collection of short line segments that 

are written continuously in a standard or conventional way. From the definition of 

primitive strokes, only limited information is extracted to assist in distinguishing 

ambiguous characters represented by local features. Figure 3 .4 shows some characters 

that have similar coding results corresponding to local features. 



Character does not contain Character does contain 
primitive strokes primitive strokes 

Original Extracted Original Extracted 

}( R JG fZ 

1t 1+ 1:t 1+-
Figure 3.4: Ambiguous characters and their stroke representation by 

local features. 

3.5.2.1 Collection of Primitive Strokes A set of primitive strokes is selected to 
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provide partial structural information of a character. The selection of primitive strokes is 

done under the consideration that they are written in uniform, standard or conventional 

ways. This particular property allows us to extract such strokes and denote each of them 

by a stream of direction codes. There is a total often groups of primitive strokes in our 

experiment. Detailed shapes and direction sequences are presented in Table 3.3. 

Using direction sequences to identify a particular primitive stroke has been 

applied by many researchers [35,67,85,86]. Nevertheless, the selection and grouping of 

primitive strokes, number of directions, and the algorithm to extract the direction 

sequence vary from system to system We adopt an 8-neighborhoods direction code to 

represent the direction of a line segment; the definition of the codes is shown in Figure 

3.5. 
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TABLE3.3 

PRIMITIVE STROKES AND THEIR DIRECTION SEQUENCES 

Type I Shape Possible Direction Sequences Examples 

1 ~.-ii 01102010(112)( 617) ft., 7L 
2 .7, 7' ~ ,-::r, -,, ] (Ol 117)(213)102( 415) ? , Ji, k., JJ, o , ri 
3 Z;L 
4 7,~; 1 
5 L, L.~. Li, L 
6 l.... 
7 J 
8 1-;j 

9 L 

10 ( 
e - empty string 
I - inclusive or 

0(2020l3(0(el30)l 130)) ~.ut 
0(2(0(213)l 13)l3(03l 1(213)12(el3))) ~.JJ, 1 
(112)(017) i!t,~L, ~ •• ~. Fl 
(213)1 * 2(415) ~tl 
(213)(011)(213) ii 
30 * 32 ;Jr-

6 

5 

3 1 

2 
270 ° 

Figure 3.5: The 8-neighborhoods direction code. 
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Ideally, each primitive stroke should have a particular direction sequence. 

Unfortunately, this may not always be true, due to great variations among writers and 

inaccuracy of the normalization process. For example, some strokes may be simplified 

by different writers; L may be written as L, or --:J as 7. As a result, the direction 

codes for L and L or --:J and 7 may appear to be the same. W~ gather these kinds of 

strokes and represent them by a single type such as type 1, 2, 4 and 5 in Table 3.3. This 

approach has an advantage that both writings (normal or simplified) can be classified into 

a same primitive type; a tradeoff is the possibility of shortening the· distance to the other 

candidates that contain a similar stroke. Occasionally, a stroke may be ill written. As a 

result, the direction sequence of a primitive stroke may be very different. Therefore, we 

deliberately create possible direction sequences for types 1 to 8. For example, possible 

direction sequences for type 7 primitive stroke ( J ) are either 24 or 25. By this 

approach, the system is able to tolerate some variations. 

In addition to the start point (S) and end point (E), a comer point C (xc, Ye) is 

introduced for the measure of direction sequences of a non-straight line stroke. The 

direction of a straight line segment is estimated from one feature point to the other 

feature point of a stroke, where a feature point can be a start point, a comer point, or an 

end point. The definition of a start point and an end point are the same, while a comer 

point is defined as a point that connects two other feature points as in Figure 3.6. The 

construction of a straight line segment may be from S to C, from C to C, or from C to E 

and no others. From the above definitions, it is straightforward that a critical criterion 
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s 

Figure 3.6: Examples of strokes and their corresponding direction codes. 

for the extraction of a primitive stroke is the extraction of comer points. In the next 

section, an algorithm to extract critical comer points during writing is proposed. 

3.5.2.2 Primitive Stroke Extraction The fundamental problem of on-line 

extraction comes from the instability of sampling points from an interface or from the 

writing itseJf A person may write too fast on a slow sampling stylus or write too slowly 

on a fast sampling stylus. The writing may be ill-written by a person that does not follow 

the rules of writing. All these facts may result in great variations in sampling points. 

Consequently, a straight line may turn out to be a zigzag line. This zigzag line may be 

thought of as a set of successive short line segments as well. The connecting points of 

these short line segments are therefore considered as noisy points. Noisy points are 

defined as points that are created unexpectedly and their existence is hazardous to the 

structure of a stroke. To cope with this problem, the major concern of an on-line stroke 

extraction scheme is to eliminate these noisy points. 

We propose an algorithm to extract primitive strokes in two phases. The first 

phase is to extract turning points ( comer points) from an input stroke. The second phase 

is to remove false turning points created by a straight line stroke. After both operations 



are completed, the left-over comer points are the base for the construction of the 

direction sequence of a stroke. 

The central issue of the first phase is to extract the comer points of a stroke. 
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This implies that all points between the start point and the end point require verification. 

To reduce the complexity of the operation in the first phase, it is possible to remove 

noisy and unnecessary points by a simple boundary test during the writing. The basic 

idea of the boundary test is to remove points that are too close to the previous candidate 

points. In other words, if the distance of a current point to a candidate point falls under 

a certain threshold, then the current point is said to be noisy and is qualified for removal. 

To accomplish the task, a fixed-size rectangle (llxll pixels) is defined for the test. The 

selection of this fixed-size rectangle is under the consideration that a resolution of 

640x480 is used. In essence, the test reduces the number of points created by a fast 

sampling interface or by slow writing. Figure 3. 7 shows examples of removing noisy 

sampling points by the boundary test. As demonstrated, the point labeled as 3 is 

removed after the test. 

The extraction of turning points is initiated after the writing of a stroke. The idea 

is to verify whether a point represents an abrupt protrusion on a stroke. From the 

geometrical point of view, this property can be estimated by the change of distances from 

continuous points to SE , where SE is a straight line segment that connects start point S 

and end point E. In analytical geometry [120], the distance between an arbitrary point 

(xc, Ye) and the line ax+ by = c is given by the expression 



laxc +bye -cl 
.Ja2 +b2 
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where a, b, and c can be easily determined by the following observation. Given S (xs , Ys) 

and E (xe, Ye), if xs =Xe, then a= 1, b = 0, and c = Xs, since the slope of a vertical line is 

undefined; otherwise, a= -m, b = 1, and c = Ys - mxs where the slope m of the line 

through S and Eis given by 

Before 

fix-si=l rectangle (1 lxl 1) 

'.~--... -3 11 stroke 
4 

candidate point 

Ys -ye 
m= 

fix-si=l rectangle (llxll) 

! 
1~ 

~stroke 

Figure 3. 7: The removal of noisy and unnecessary sampling points by the 
boundary test. 

By observing the change of distances from comer points to the line, we can 

remove unnecessary points from the list that depicts a stroke. The verification of comer 

points of a stroke repeats until the end point is reached. Finally, the list of candidate 

turning points (include a start point and an end point) is sent to the second procedure for 

:further processing. Without loss of generality, SE is drawn vertically in Figure 3. 8. We 

define four kinds of detectable turning points; other than these cases, a point is qualified 

for removal from the candidate list. A diagram of the first phase of the primitive stroke 



s s 

~ 
./ -4---- tumingpoint 

... d,I, 

~ 
~ tumingpoint 

dt .. ,. 

E E 

(a) (b) 

s s 

--...... .. 
dt 

E E 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.8: Detectable turning points. 'dt' ('d..J,') represents the distance from the 

current point to SE that is longer (shorter) than the distance from the 

previous point to SE. ••• denotes a point that is on the left-hand side of SE 
and '0' denotes a point that is on the right-hand side of SE. 

extraction scheme is presented in Figure 3. 9. Definitions and functions are given as 

follows. 

Variables: 
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a, b, c - coefficients of line. ax + by = c through S and E for measure of distance 

curPt - current point 

pre Pt - previous point 

i - index to the position of a point in a stroke, where a stroke is defined as a 

collection of points 



nPt - total number of points that constructs a stroke 

stk - current input stroke 

Functions: 
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CompatiblePt ( curPt, pre Pt) - checks the compatibility of curPt and 

pre Pt. The compatible criteria include a check of distance from both 

points to SE and a check of relative position from both points to SE. If 

the relationship between curPt and pre Pt is one of the cases in Figure 

3.8, they are not compatible, otherwise they are compatible. 

Get Point ( stk, i) - gets a point at position i from stroke stk. 

Remove Pt ( stk, i-1) - removes a point at position i-1 from stroke stk. 

SizeOfStroke (stk) - returns the total number of points that constructs 

stroke stk. 

The algorithm in the first phase cannot detect the comer point illustrated in 

Figure 3.10. This is because the check of distance and the check of position 

corresponding to SE do not provide enough information for identifying such cases. 

Other information, such as the angle between two line segments, is required to determine 

such turning points. Nevertheless, it may not be worth the trouble to define another 

criterion when the problem can be solved easily by the grouping between different 

strokes. Therefore, end hooks of ] , --:], Z, -;, T, L , l...J, L , and '-:1 are usually 

undetectable as depicted in Figure 3.10. 



nPt = SizeOfStroke(stk) 
i = 2 
prePt=GetPoint(stk,i) 
initialize coefficients a, b, c 

i i + 1 

-:>---No Iii 2nd phase 

Yes 

curPt=GetPoint(stk,i) 

Yes 

RemovePt(stk,i-1) 
nPt nPt - 1 
i = i - 1 

pre Pt 

No 

cur Pt 

Figure 3.9: Primitive stroke extraction scheme -- first phase. 
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s s 

"-M / 

V+----- und~ecta~le 
M tummgpomt 

E E 

Figure 3.10: Undetectable turning points. 

Recall that first phase of the extraction creates a list of candidate turning points 

from an input stroke. Unfortunately, the algorithm does not take care of strokes that are 

purely straight line segments (or nearly straight line segments). This is because most of 

the straight line segments are actually represented as zigzag lines by a set of points. In 

such cases, some of these points tend to be detected during the first phase, resulting in 

multiple false turning points. To avoid the translation of these false turning points into 

direction sequences, we remove these false turning points in the second phase. 

The second phase of the primitive stroke extraction scheme has two major 

objectives: remove false turning points and translate paired stable points into a direction 

code. The process of the second phase checks each candidate turning point until the list 

is exhausted. The checks include length and direction tests. The length test is to make 

sure that the length from one point to the next point is long enough to represent the 

direction; the direction test is to check whether consecutive directions are the same. To 

systematize both operations, a stroke is normalized to the size of NxN before processing. 

In other words, each point is transformed to a new point in the new coordinate system at 

origin (0,0) such that every x andy satisfy the condition -N/2 ~ XJJ ~ N/2. This 
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transformation of points assures consistency oflength and direction tests. Nevertheless, 

it is not immune to minor distortions. The threshold for the length test is selected by 

N/10; straight line segments that are shorter than this threshold are considered unstable 

and are qualified for removal. At the end of the entire operation, the resulting direction 

sequence is used to search the database. A diagram of the second phase for the 

extraction of primitive strokes is presented in Figure 3 .11. Definitions and functions are 

given as follows. 

Variables: 

pD i r - previous direction 

cD i r - current direction 

i - index to the position of a point in a stroke 

nPt - total number of points that constructs a stroke 

spt - current start point 

ept - current end point 

DirSeq [] - a stream of direction codes 

Functions: 

SizeOfStroke ( stk) - returns the total number of points that constructs 

stroke stk. 

GetPoint (stk, i) - gets a point at position i from stroke stk. 



Transformation (spt) - transforms point spt to a new point in the new 

coordinate system at origin (0,0) such that every x and y satisfy the 

condition -N/2 :::; x,y :::; N/2. 
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LengthTooShort ( spt, ept) - checks the length between point spt and 

point ept. If the length between these two points is less than N/10, the 

length is said to be too short. 

CreateDir ( spt, ept) - creates the direction code from point spt to point 

ept. 

Remove Pt ( s tk, i-1) - removes a point at position i-1 from stroke s tk. 

Although the extraction of primitive strokes can be achieved, there are 

constraints that must be followed during writing to ensure the performance of the 

extraction. 

(A) The writing speed should not be too slow. Since the tablet is a very sensitive 

pointing device, it may get noisy points around the candidate feature point. These noisy 

points may result in the misclassification of primitive strokes. 

(B) The writing speed should not be too fast. This is under the consideration that 

a slow sampling tablet may not be fast enough to capture a comer point of fast writing. 

(C) General rules of writing must be followed; a straight line segment should 

never be written as two short line segments with great difference in angles. If such a 

case exists, the stroke is considered ill-written and may again cause the misclassification 



of the stroke and enlargement of the distance to the correct character during matching. 

Moreover, the standard writing order of a stroke must be followed. 
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(D) Last but not least is that a straight line segment should never be written as a 

closed curve. If the curvature of a stroke exceeds the threshold, a noisy critical point 

will be generated. This side-effect will jeopardize the classification of the correct 

primitive stroke. 

3. 5.3 Summary of Stroke Representation 

We have introduced the representation of a stroke in both local and structural 

analyses. If a stroke is a purely straight line segment, local description is enough to 

represent it. This is under the assumption that distinct properties of a stroke are 

provided. On the contrary, if a stroke is not a straight line segment, local description 

may not be sufficient. In such cases, structural description is required to distinguish one 

stroke from another. Therefore, the representation of a stroke consists of two types: a 

local description or a local description plus a structural description. 



first phase 

i 
nPt = SizeOfStroke(stk) 
pDir = null character 
DirSeq[] = null character string 
i = 1 
spt GetPoint(stk,i) 
spt Transformation(spt) 

Yes 

i i + 1 
ept GetPoint(stk,i) 
ept Transformation(ept) 

No 

cDir CreateDir(spt,ept) 

No 

spt = ept 
pDir = cDir 
DirSeq = DirSeq + cDir 

Yes 

RemovePt(stk,i-1) 
nPt nPt - 1 
i = i - 1 

Figure 3 .11: Primitive stroke extraction scheme -- second phase. 
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3. 6 Character Representation 

In the dissertation, the physical representation of a Chinese character consists of 

four parts: internal character code, stroke count, feature mask, and stroke properties. 

The internal character code, feature mask, and stroke properties are stored in the main 

database :file while stroke count is stored in the higher level index :file. In other words, 

characters with the same stroke count are stored together for searching. 

Due to the size of the Chinese character set, a character is represented by two 

bytes. The most popular two-byte internal code in Taiwan is the Big-5 code. It was 

published by the Institute of Information Industry of Taiwan in May 1984. There are 

5,401 most :frequently used Chinese characters. Tue range of the Big-5 code is from 

A440 to C67E in hex where the :first byte is from A4 to C6 and the second byte is from 

40 to 7E or from Al to FE. 

By the definition oflocal and structural features, it appears that local features of a 

stroke cannot be obtained until the end of the writing of a character. This is because the 

normalization of the entire character is required for consistency in encoding. Yet, the 

extraction of a primitive stroke can be achieved right after the input of a stroke (from 

pen-down to pen-up). To make connections between both local and structural features 

for each stroke, we reserve a four-byte feature mask to represent the links from local 

descriptions to structural descriptions of a character. This four-byte feature mask gives a 

maximum of 3 2 links to strokes in order started from the least significant bit. If a bit is 

set to 0, then the corresponding stroke contains a primitive stroke. Otherwise, it 
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(a) standard writing sequence 

2nd stroke contains local 
and structural descriptions 1st stroke 2nd stroke 3rd stroke 

A479 ! 
10100100 01111001 10111111 ... 11111111 01110100 10010000 00000010 11110000 

internal code four-byte feature mask stroke properties 

(b) binary representation 

Figure 3 .12: Standard writing sequence for character rp and its binary representation in 
the template database. 

contains a solely local description. The last part is the stroke properties, where a stroke 

is represented either by a local description or a local description plus a structural 

description. 

Figure 3.12 shows an example ofthe standard writing sequence for character rp 

and its binary representation. Notice that the second stroke is a type-2 primitive stroke; 

therefore, the second bit started from the least significant bit in the four-byte feature 

mask is set to zero. This represents that stroke property of the second stroke consists of 

both local description and structural description ( see Figure 3 .12(b) ). As for the other 

strokes, only local descriptions are stored in the database. 
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3.7 Summary ofFeature Selection and Representation 

The representation of a stroke as well as the representation of a character is 

presented. With the combination oflocal and structural features, differences among 

similar characters can be found. This is under the assumption that the combinations of 

local features are distinct and specific primitive strokes are detectable. 

It would be interesting to see how effective this new encoding scheme is when it 

is used in a particular application. It will require experiments to see whether the 

representation of a stroke is sufficient for discrimination. These questions are left for the 

similarity measure and experiments. 



CHAPTERN 

SIMILARITY MEASURE 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a new measure of similarity between an input and a template is 

proposed based on the encoding method presented in chapter III. Recall that every 

template stroke consists oflocal description, which itself is further divided into different 

categories. Occasionally, a stroke may be classified as one of the structural primitives. 

With the information from the template, the major problem is how to estimate the 

resemblance of a physical input to a template. To deal with this, we wish to apply fuzzy 

membership :functions to the encoded template strokes for the local similarity measure. 

Then, the structural property is considered for the overall similarity measure between 

two strokes. Finally, the optimal matching result among strokes from an input character 

to a template character is processed based on the solution to the maximum assignment 

problems in linear programming. 

4.2 Review of Fuzzy Sets 

This section reviews fuzzy set theory, in which the answer is no longer simple 

"yes" or "no." This implies that most real-word classes are fuzzy in nature. This 
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uncertainty introduces inexactness and imprecision that are all too common in real life. 

Clearly there is no unique way to build a fuzzy theory to represent something between 

"yes" and "no." Many alternative approaches have been proposed to deal with this. The 

most intuitive one is the fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [21]. Thereafter, a 

great amount of publications [22-24] related to this area has been published. 

The use of fuzzy sets in pattern recognition originated in 1966 with Bellman, 

Kalaba, and Zadeh [18]. Many research articles can be found about application of fuzzy 

techniques to pattern recognition [19,20]. The following review is based on their results. 

Let Xbe a classical (crisp) set of collection of elements x and x c X 

Membership of element x in a classical subset A of Xis either belong to or not belong to 

the A. This property is described by a characteristic :function ( or membership :function) 

µA (x) fromX to {0,1} such that 

iff xeA 
iff x~A. 

(4.1) 

If the membership is represented by real interval [0,1], A is called a fuzzy set. 

From this point of view, a characteristic :function is also called grade of membership, 

degree of compatibility, or degree of truth. This property implies that the closer the 

value of µA (x) is to 1 the more the x belongs to A. 

There are different ways of denoting a fuzzy set. Two major ways are described 

as follows. A fuzzy set A of X can be completely characterized by the set of ordered 

pairs: 

A= {(x,µA(x)) Ix ex} . (4.2) 
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The first element denotes element or object and the second element denotes the degree 

of membership. A fuzzy set A is represented solely by stating its membership :function: 

(4.3) 

or 

(4.4) 

The essential issue of fuzzy sets is the membership :function. Researchers have 

proposed many ways to define operations based on membership :functions. One of the 

major trends is to extend the set-theoretical operations from classical sets to fuzzy sets. 

An example of one of the basic set-theoretic operations, intersection, is given as follows. 

The intersection of fuzzy sets A and B (An.B) is defined by 

(4.5) 

4. 3 Similarity Measure between Strokes 

In Chapter II, we mentioned that the differences between characters are 

important for the discrimination because a classification strongly depends on the 

distinctness of features. This implies that the differences between strokes are crucial for 

discrimination between one stroke and other similar ones. The set-theoretical operation, 

intersection, is capable of describing the characteristics of a stroke from various features. 

Nevertheless, a common scheme is required to represent the degree of similarity for 

different features before the intersection can be applied. Recall that local features of 

every template stroke are encoded, while an input stroke contains a physical information. 
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To tie the information from both sides, we propose to apply membership functions for 

the measure oflocal similarity between an input stroke and a template stroke. The 

overall similarity between two strokes is then based on the initial local measure with the 

consideration of structural resemblance. 

Without loss of generality, we will consider the ith input stroke and the jth 

template stroke throughout the discussion. Meanwhile, the stroke counts for both input 

and template are presumed to be equal (say n). Therefore, local properties of the ith 

input stroke are represented by the quantitative descriptors; i.e., l;, ()ti, d; and Oa;. On the 

other hand, local properties of the jth mask stroke are denoted by Lj, T_j, Pj and DJ 

where the physical quantitative representations are not available after encoding. 

The degree of similarity corresponding to length, type, position and direction is 

characterized by µL., µT, µp_ and µv. individually. Owing to the method of encoding, 
J J J J 

various membership functions are defined to depict individual characteristics. Thus, the 

activation of a membership function is guided by the classification of the local feature 

from a template stroke. For example, µL. is further described by µL-=o, µL-=I• µL-=2 and 
J J J J 

µL = 3 where the encoded stroke length Lj is equal to 0, 1, 2 and 3 correspondingly. This 
J 

rule is applied to trigger membership functions µr., µp_ and µv. as well. From this point 
J J J 

of view, we attempt to define membership functions as sketched in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Membership :functions for the classification oflocal features. 
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Therefore, membership :functions for length measure corresponding to each 

classification are defined as 

~-- if Ii <N/4 

ifN/4~li <N/2, 

otherwise 

1 ifN/4~1; <N/2 
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(4.6a) 

(4/N)li if I; <N/4 
µLj=l(li)= (-4/N)(li-3N/4) ifN/2~li <3N/4' <4·6b) 

0 otherwise 

1 ifN/2~li<3N/4 

( 4/N')(Ji - N/4) if N/4 ~Ii< N/2 
µLj=2(li) = (-4/N)(li - N) if 3N/4 ~Ii< N (4.6c) 

0 

and 

PL,..,g) = fr/Nx~ -N/2J 

otherwise 

if 3N/4 ~ Ii 

if N/2 ~ Ii < 3N/ 4 . 

otherwise 

To activate the correct membership :function, let 

O,(L1 )= {~ 
if Li= 1 

otherwise ' 

OL(L1)={~ 
if L -2 j-

otherwise 

and 

(4.6d) 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 
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(4.7d) 

where8vs, 88 , 8L and 8VL are activation :functions corresponding to every encoded 

template stroke length. Thus, from Eqs 4. 6 to 4. 7, the similarity oflength measure can 

be represented by the canonical form as follows: 

µL/IJ = 8vs(Li )µL1=o(l;) +8s(Li)µL1=1(l; )+ 

8L (Lj) µLj=2(lj) +8VL (Lj) µL1=3(~) . 
(4.8) 

Similarly, membership :functions, activation :functions and canonical forms for 

type measure, position measure and direction measure are defined accordingly. For type 

measure, membership :functions are defined as 

and 

1 

µ1j=0(0,i) = (4/1rXOti -s1r/s) 

(-4/1rXOti -3,r/8) 

0 

1 

(4/1rXOti -3,r/8) 

µ1j=l ( Oti) = (-4/ 1rX (}ti - 1r/8) 

(-4/1rXOti -9,r/8) 

0 

1 

( 4/ 1rX oti + ,r/8) 

µ1j=2(0ti) = (4/1rXOti - 7,r/8) 

(-4/1rXOti -5,r/8) 

0 

if (}ti ~ 1r/8 

or 71r/8 < (}ti or Li = 0 

if 5,r/8 < (}ti ~ 71r/8 

if 1r/8 < (}ti ~ 3,r/8 

otherwise 

if 51r/8 < (}ti ~ 71r/8 or Li = 0 

if 3,r/8 < (}ti ~ 5,r/8 

if (}ti ~ 1r/8 

if 71r/8 < (}ti 
otherwise 

if 1r/8 < (}ti :S: 3,r/8 or Li = 0 

if (}ti ~ 1r/8 

if 7,r/8 < (}ti 
if 3,r/8 <(}ti~ 5,r/8 

otherwise 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.9c) 



if 31r/8 < Bti ~ 51r/8 or Li= 0 

if 1r/8 < Bti ~ 31r/8 

if 51r/8 < Bti ~ 71r/8 

otherwise 

Activation :functions for relative classifications are given as 

and 

{1 if~= 0 
OH ( ~) = 0 th . ' o erwise 

{ 
ifT-1 

Ou(~)= : oth~se ' 

{ 
ifT.=2 

oRI, (1:,) = 01 J 

otherwise 

{1 if~= 3 
ov(Z:,) = 0 th . . o erwise 

From Eqs 4. 9 to 4.10, the similarity for type measure can be written in the 

following canonical form; i.e., 

µTi ( Bti) = OH(Z:,) µ1j=O( Bti) +Ou(~) µ1j=l ( Bti) + 

oRI, (~) µ1j=2 (Bti) +ov(~) µ1j=3( Bti) 

For position measure, membership :functions are defined by 

µ'l.,,(d,)-{i-8/N)(d, -N/4) 

1 

(8/N)d1 

(-8/N)(d1 -3N/8) 

0 

if di <N/8 

ifN/8~d1 <N/4 , 

otherwise 

ifN/8~di <N/4 

if di <N/8 

ifN/4~di <3N/8 ' 

otherwise 
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(4.9d) 

(4.10a) 

(4.10b) 

(4.10c) 

(4.10d) 

(4.11) 

(4.12a) 

(4.12b) 



and 

1 

(8/NXdi - N/8) 
µlj=2 (di)= (-8/NXdt - N/2) 

0 

ifN/4::;;di <3N/8 

ifN/8~di <N/4 

if 3N/8::;; di < N/2 

otherwise 

{
1 if 3N/8 ~ di 

µlj=3(di) = (8/NXdi - N/4) if N/4 ~di< 3N/8 

. 0 otherwise 

Activation :functions for position measure are given as 

. {1 if~ =0 
bvc(~)= 0 th . ' o e1W1se 

{ 
if P.=1 

8c(P1.)= 10 J ' 
otherwise 

and 

. {1 if~ =3 
bVF(~) = Q th • . · o e1W1se 
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(4.12c) 

(4.12d) 

(4.13a) 

(4.13b) 

(4.13c) 

(4.13d) 

Therefore, the similarity for position measure can be written in the following 

canonical form by Eqs 4.12 ··and 4.13: 

(4.14) 

As for direction measure, corresponding membership :functions are given as 
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1 if(} di ~ -37i/4 

or 37i/4 < (}di or~= 0 

µ D1=0 ((}di) = (2/7ixedi -1[/4) if 7i/4 <(}di~ 37i/4 (4.15a) 

(-2/7ixedi +7i/4) if -37i/4 <(}di ~ -1[/4 

0 otherwise 

1 if 7i/4 <(}di~ 37i/4 or~= 0 

(2/7ixedi +7i/4) if -1[/4 <(}di ~ 7i/4 

µD1=l ((}di)= (-2/7ixedi +37i/4) if(} di ~ -37i/4 , (4.15b) 

(-2/7ixedi -57i/4) if 37i/4 <(}di 
0 otherwise 

1 if-37i/4 <(}di~ -7i/4 or~= 0 

(2/7ixedi +51t/4) if(}di ~-37i/4 

µD1=2 ((}di)= <211[x e di - 37i/4) if 37i/4 <(}di (4.15c) 

(-2/7ixe di -1[/4) if -1[/4 <(}di ~ 7i/4 

0 otherwise 

and 

1 if-7i/4 <(}di~ 7i/4 or~= 0 

µD1=3 ((}di)= 
(2/7ixedi +37i/4) if -37i/4 <(}di~ -1[/4 

(4.15d) 
(-2/7ixedi ._37i/4) if 7i/4 <(}di~ 37i/4 
0 otherwise 

Corresponding activation :functions for direction measure are defined as 

6w(D,)={: if D -O j-

otherwise ' 
(4.16a) 

6N(D1 )={: if D. = 1 
J 

otherwise ' 
(4.16b) 

6,(D1)={~ if D. =2 
J 

otherwise 
(4.16c) 

and 
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{
1 if D. = 3 

oE(D.) = 1 • 
1 0 otherwise 

(4.16d) 

Therefore, the canonical form for direction measure can be represented by Eqs 

4.15 and 4.16: 

(4.17) 

In summary, the similarity measure of the ith input stroke to thejth template 

stroke concerning local features is considered as the fuzzy "and" of the measures of 

length, type, position, and direction. Given the fuzzy "and" operation corresponding to 

similarity measures for length, type, position and direction in Eqs 4.8, 4.11, 4.14 and 

4.17, we get 

µy·· = min(µL- (Ii), µr. (()Ii), µP (di), µv. (()di)) for 
J J J J 

\I~ e [o,FzNJ, ()Ii e [o,1r}, die [o,h"N/2], and ()die (-1r,1r] . 
(4.18) 

Recall that when the length of a stroke is classified as very short (VS), the type of 

stroke is considered unstable. Similarly, when the position of a stroke is too close (VC) 

to the center of a character, its direction is not reliable. To ignore this unreliable 

information, we must maximize µr. and µv. in Eq 4.18 such that the overall similarity 
J J 

depends heavily on µ£. and µp_ during the minimum operation. Since the measure of 
J J 

similarity is guided by the local classification of a template stroke, we say that when Lj is 

equal to O (VS), µT is set to 1. Therefore, Eqs 4.9a to 4.9d must evaluate the criteria 
J 

when Lj is equal to 0. Similarly, when Pj is equal to O (VC), µv is set to 1. Thus, Eqs 
J 

4.15a to 4.15d have taken into consideration when Pj is equal to 0. 
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Eq 4.18 considers only local properties; ambiguity exists when more than two 

input strokes that have same degree of similarity and compete each other for matching to 

the same mask stroke. To reduce ambiguity as well as improve the matching result, 

structural properties are used. Let Cy be defined as the degree of confidence 

corresponding to the primitive stroke types from the ith input stroke to the jth mask 

stroke. Define 

-{15 ~vi= vi and µii> 0.5 
cii - 0.5 if vi * vi 

1 otherwise 

(4.19) 

where V; and Vj represent the primitive stroke types of the input ith stroke and the mask 

jth stroke individually. The objective is to magnify the overall similarity when there is 

enough confidence from the local measure and both strokes consist of the same primitive 

type; on the other hand, the similarity is decreased when both strokes consist of different 

primitives. Finally, the similarity measure from the ith input stroke to the jth template 

stroke corresponding to local and structural features is defined as 

(4.20) 

4. 4 Similarity Measure between Characters 

In the previous section, we have introduced a measure of similarity from an input 

stroke to a template stroke. Recall that every Chinese character is a collection of 

strokes; the similarity between an input character and a template character is based on 

matching among strokes. Suppose we are given an n x n rating matrix R where every 
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entry is the rating ( degree of similarity) of matching of an input stroke to a template 

stroke (see Figure 4.2(a)). Our goal is to find a feasiole assignment from every input 

stroke to a template stroke, such that the overall similarity is optimal. This problem can 

be formulated as a maximum assignment problem in linear programming. 

Given any n x n rating matrix R = · [r ul, find an n x n permutation matrix X = [ xu] 

that maximizes 

(4.21) 

where 

{
1 if the ith input stroke is assigned 

xy = (matched) to thejth template stroke. 

O otherwise 

(4.22) 

Since each template stroke matches exactly one input stroke, we have 

for}= 1,2, .. ,n . (4.23) 

Since each input stroke matches only one template stroke, we have 

for i = 1,2, .. ,n . (4.24) 

This typical assignment problem presents some interesting characteristics. 

Clearly, this is a problem ofn x n variables (n input strokes and n mask strokes). 

However, the number of solution variables (assignments) is exactly n since every input 

stroke can be assigned to exactly one mask stroke. For a relative]y small problem size 

like 5 x 5, the number of possible solutions is equal to 5! = 120. An efficient scientific 
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method, proposed by Konig [117], to solve similar minimum assignment problems is 

usually referred to as the Hungarian Method. It can be generalized to the following 

steps: 

( 1) Produce an initial reduced cost matrix to indicate the cost of assigning a job 

to a machine at the current stage. In general, a reduced cost matrix is defined as the 

matrix obtained by subtracting a constant from all entries in a row or column in the 

original matrix. 

(2) Search for an optimum assignment. If the optimal assignment is not equal to 

the size of the maximum assignment (say n), go to step (3). 

(3) Repeat step (2) until the optimum solution is reached. 

(a) 

VJ V2 ... Vn 

U1 W11 W12 ... WJn 

U2 W21 W22 ... W2n 

... ... ... ... . .. 
Un WnJ Wn2 ... Wnn 

(b) 

Figure 4.2: Rating matrices. (a) Representation of the original rating 
matrix; (b) representation of the reduced rating matrix. 



The formulation of a typical minimum assignment problem and the algorithm 

concerning the Hungarian Method can be found in Appendix A. Proper adjustment is 

required for applying the Hungarian Method to the maximum assignment problem 
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There are two approaches to solving maximum assignment problems by applying 

the Hungarian Method. The most direct approach simply negates the sign of all entries 

of an initial rating matrix. In other words, maximizing the sum of the positive rating is 

equal to minimizing the sum of the negative rating. Then, apply the Hungarian algorithm 

directly to the cost matrix [-r y]. The use of rating and cost matrices is to indicate 

whether a maximum or a minimum problem is considered. After the Hungarian 

algorithm terminates, select entries from the original rating matrix R corresponding to 

the permutation matrix X This will give us the optimal solution to the maximum 

assignment problem 

An alternate approach is to modify the criteria in the algorithm and work on the 

rating matrixR directly. Recall that ru is the similarity (rating) of matching input ith 

stroke to template jth stroke; from Eqs 4.19 and 4.20, we get O ::; ru ::; 15. As in the 

Hungarian Method, introduce u; for each row i and vi for each column) (see Figure 

4.2(b) ). Similar to Eq A4, define 

(4.25) 

where wii is non-positive for every i and j. Thus, for any permutation matrix X we have 
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nn nn nn nn 

L ~::>uxY = LL uixif +LL v ixY +LL w ilxii 
i=l j=l 1=1 j=l i=l j=l i=l j=l 

(4.26) 
n n n n 

=Lui+ L vi+ LLwuxu 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

Since wii is non-positive and xii is nonnegative, Eq 4.26 gives the inequality 

n n n n 

Lui+ I>j ~ LLriixii (4.27) 
1=1 J=l 1=1 J=l 

Clearly, the right side ofEq 4.27 is the maximum assignment problem Since all feasible 

solutions on the left side ofEq 4.27 are greater than the feasi"ble solutions on the right 

side, this introduces a minimum problem on the left side ofEq 4.27; ie., find u; and vi 

that minimize 

n n 

Lui+ Lvi (4.28) 
i=l J=l 

subject to the condition u1 + v1 ~ rg for all i,j. 

Ifwe can find a solution that solves the minimum problem as well as the 

maximum assignment problem in Eq 4.27, then both will be optimal. The above 

statement is true if and only if either xii orwu is zero; i.e., 

n n 

LLwuxu=O. (4.28) 
i=l j=l 

From this point forward, the Konig Algorithm, a sub-algorithm in the Kuhn's 

Hungarian Algorithm (see Appendix A), can be applied to find the solution to Eq 4.28. 

The central issue of the Konig's Algorithm is to find a largest independent set of zeros 

and a smallest cover of the zeros in a matrix. In our case, an independent set of zeros is 
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a set of zeros from a reduced rating matrix such that every zero lies in a different row 

and column. Therefore, an independent set of zeros with a largest number of zeros is 

called a largest independent set of zeros. For smallest cover of the zeros, we use a set of 

vertical and horizontal lines that covers every zero in the matrix. Konig has proved that 

the number of zeros in a largest independent set of zeros is equal to the number of lines 

in a smallest cover of zeros (we shall not prove this here). If the above case has been 

reached and the number of zeros of the largest independent set of zeros is equal to the 

number of the solution variables (n), the optimal assignment has been found. 

Having discussed the above; we shall show a modification to the criterion of the 

Hungarian Method. Figure 4.3 presents the diagram of the modified Hungarian 

Algorithm for the maximum assignment problem. This modification is based on the 

Kuhn's Hungarian Algorithm discussed in Nering [116]. To produce non-positive wii for 

every i andj in Eq 4.25, we initialize Wy by 

u. = maxr .. 
I j g 

vi = max(r0 - ui) 
i 

w ii = r0 - ( ui + vi ) 

(4.29) 

Thereafter, the algorithm continues in the same way as before, except the maximum 

uncovered entry, e, is used to produce the new reduced rating matrix. 

In the following, a step by step procedure showing the maximum similarity 

between an input character to a template by applying the modified Hungarian Method is 

presented. For consistency of representation, designate [r y] as the original rating matrix 
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as in Figure 4.2(a). The reduced rating matrix, [wu], is given in Figure 4.2 (b) where u;, 

Vj are used to calculate wu as introduced in Eq 4.27. 

Suppose we are given a rating matrix as in Figure 4.4. First, we produce the 

initial reduced rating matrix by applying Eq 4.29. Thus, we subtract every entry in a row 

with the maximum in that row and write the row maximum on the left margin ( u;). This 

will produce an intermediate result as in Figure 4.5(a). Starting with Figure 4.5(a), 

subtract every entry in a column with the maximum in that column and leave the column 

maximum on the top margin (vj). This will give us an initial reduced rating matrix as in 

Start with any set of u1, v. that 
. J 

satisfy w;; 0 by setting: 
1. u1=max(r 1) for every j 
2. v1=max(r iJ-u1) for every i 
3. wiJ=r{(u/v) 

Find a maximal independent set of zeros 
and a minimal cover over zeros (see 
Append.ix A -- the Konig Algorithm). 

Stop. The maximum 
Yes assignment has been 

found. 

No 

1. Let e be the maximum uncovered entry. 
2. Update u1=ure for every i in the cover. 
3. Update v;=v/e for every j not in the cover. 
4. Recompute w !f. 

Figure 4.3: Diagram of the modified Kuhn's Hungarian Algorithm for 
maximum assignment problems. 
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Figure 4.5(b). 

Now, we must find a largest independent set of zeros and a minimal cover of 

zeros for the reduced rating matrix in Figure 4.5(b ). As a start from Konig's Algorithm, 

0.9 0.6 0.7 0.4 0 
0.4 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.5 
0.3 0.7 0.3 0 0.2 
0.2 0.3 0 0.6 1 
0.3 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.2 

Figure 4.4: Original rating matrix. 

we will form a complete independent set of starred zeros. By definition, an independent 

set of zeros that cannot be expanded to a larger independent set is said to be complete. 

A consistent approach is to search every row from the first column and star the first zero 

that is not in a column of a previously starred zero. Shade an entire row that contains a 

starred zero and label the row with O at the right edge of the matrix (row label) for those 

that do not have starred zeros. This will give us a complete independent set of zeros 

(starred zeros) and a cover (shaded area) that covers all starred zeros (see Figure 4.6). 

Though we have replaced the lines of a cover by shades over an entire row or column for 

0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
1 

0.9 

0 0 0 
0 -0.3 -0.2 -0.5 -0.9 0.9 0 -0.3 -0.2 

-0.4 0 -0.4 -0.2 -0.3 0.8 -0.4 0 -0.4 
-0.4 0 -0.4 -0.7 -0.5 0.7 -0.4 0 -0.4 
-0.8 -0.7 -1 -0.4 0 1 -0.8 -0.7 -1 
-0.6 -0.8 0 -0.8 -0.7 0.9 -0.6 -0.8 0 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. 5: Reduced rating matrices. (a) Intermediate reduced 
rating matrix; (b) initial reduced rating matrix. 

-0.2 0 
-0.3 -0.9 

0 -0.3 
-0.5 -0.5 
-0.2 0 
-0.6 -0.7 



0 0 0 -0.2 0 

~:: IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJll1llllllllllllllllllllllllilll~lll:~1Jllllllllllll~lil~IIIIII 
0.7 -0.4 0 -0.4 -0.5 -0.5 0 

0~9 l!l!l!llllillll::11:1:1~1::111~ll;l!i!llill!~l!l!i!l!lllllill!l!ill!lll!llll;l~!!iii:::1:i!i!i!l.lll;!ill!I! 

Figure 4.6: A complete independent set of zeros (starred zeros) 
and a cover ( shaded area). 

presentation, they are for the same purpose. 
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Next, look for the row with -an uncovered zero. Clearly, there is one zero that is 

not covered in Figure 4.6. Shade and label the column that contains the uncovered zero 

with the row index at the bottom edge ( column label). Meanwhile, search for a starred 

zero in that column. If there is no starred zero in that column, we have breakthrough. 

By definition, breakthrough gives an alternate independent set of zeros that has one 

more element than the previous one. Since there is a starred zero, remove the shade 

from the row and label the row by the index of the column with the starred zero. This 

gives Figure 4. 7( a). Continue in this fashion and look for an uncovered zero, shade and 

label the column label with the index of the row in Figure 4.7(b). In the column just 

labeled, look for a starred zero. Since there is no starred zero in that column, we have 

breakthrough. 

Now, start from the zero in which we have breakthrough. Trace the path by 

going to the row indexed by column label and going to the column indexed by row label 

(see Figure 4.8(a)). During the tracing of the path, star unstarred zeros and unstar 

starred zeros along the path until the row label O is reached. Since the path begins and 
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ends with unstarred zeros, this guarantees that the elements of the new independent set 

of zeros is increased by one. Finally, we get a new independent set of zeros and a 

smallest cover in Figure 4.S(b). Since the number of zeros of the independent set of 

zeros is equal to the number of the solution variables (5 = 5), we have found the 

maximum assignment. Therefore, the solution to the problem is either 

5 5 

Lu;+ Lv1 = (0.9+0.8+0.7 +l+0.9)+(0+0+0-0.2+0)= 4.1 
i=l J=l 

or 

5 5 

LL rlixli = 'i.,1 + r2,4 + r3,2 + r4 ,5 + r5,3 = 0.9 + 0.6 + 0. 7 + 1 + 0.9 = 4.1 . 
i=l J=l 

Notice that the above problem is formulated to find an optimal one-to-one 

matching between n input and n template strokes. To solve the problem where the 

number of input strokes is not equal to the number of template strokes, we may give 

some dummy columns or rows and pad with zeros to generalized the matching matrix. 

This will give us some degree of tolerance where input and template strokes are not 

equal. 

4.5 Summary 

In summary, we have shown the similarity measure between strokes and 

characters. By defining :fuzzy membership :functions corresponding to each local feature, 

we are able to obtain the initial similarity between strokes. The initial similarity is 

increased if corresponding constraints are satisfied. First, there should be enough 
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(a) 

2 
0 

3 2 

(b) 

Figure 4. 7: An independent set of zeros and its intermediate covers by applying the 
Konig Algorithm. 

3 2 

2 
0 

(a) (b) 
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2 
0 

Figure 4.8: Result of a new independent set of zeros and its smallest cover. (a) Trace of 
the path; (b) the largest independent set of zeros and its smallest cover. 

evidence to believe that two strokes are alike; i.e., initial similarity is greater than a given 

threshold. Second, both input and mask strokes contain the same primitive stroke type. 

Finally, the measure of resemblance between an input character and a mask character is 

formulated as a maximum assignment problem This maximum assignment problem is 

then solved by the modified Hungarian Method. 



CHAPTERV 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

5 .1 Introduction 

The implementation and evaluation of the theoretical design are presented in this 

chapter. The purpose of the implementation is to evaluate the performance of the 

design. Two graphic user interfaces, TRAINER and RECOGNIZER, are implemented 

under this premise. They both provide the environment to extract stroke based dynamic 

information. TRAINER is for creating the initial template database; it also displays the 

progress of writing and the extraction of primitive strokes. RECOGNIZER is for 

emulating the recognition process and for sample collection. Finally, the evaluation is 

based on 18,000 collected and random.samples from 20 volunteers. 

5.2 Implementation 

The implementation of the design consists of two major interfaces: TRAINER 

and RECOGNIZER. Both interfaces are developed by Microsoft Visual C++ under 

Microsoft Chinese Windows 3.1 on a personal computer. The control flows of both 

interfaces are based on the proposed recognition operations sketched in Figure 1.2. To 

receive a better writing effect, we use a graphic tablet for both database creation and 

sample collection. 
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The first problem during implementation is the creation of the initial template 

database. In an offi.line recognition system, the creation of the template database is 

usually based on training among statistical samples where samples are read pixel by pixel. 

In an on-line system where strokes are dynamically extracted as line-based, the collection 

of statistical samples is not an easy task and may not always be possible. Therefore, we 

first build up an initial template database from direct writing on templates of the Kai ( lf) 

font ( a standard and formal handprinted writing style). 

Figure 5 .1 shows the first graphic user interface, TRAINER, which provides a 

structural feature 

1 

local features 

primitive 
stroke 

Figure 5 .1: TRAINER -- A graphic user interface for creating the 
initial template database. 



tool to supervise the writing during the creation of the initial template database. This 

interface has several distinct functions: identification of a primitive stroke, character 

encoding, and echoing the progress of writing. Algorithm of the control flow for 

TRAINER is presented in Figure 5.2. 

Initialize the first template character for encoding 
£or every input character do 

Set stroke count to zero 
Initialize feature mask (set all bits to 1) 
£or every input stroke do 

Increment stroke count by one 
if current input stroke contains a primitive stroke then 

Set corresponding bit in the feature mask to 0 
endi£ 
Display result of the extraction 

end£or 
Normalize each stroke of the current input character 
£or every normalized input stroke do 

Extract and classify local features 
end£or 
Encode the current input character 
Advance to the next template character for encoding 

end for 

Figure 5.2: Algorithm of the control flow for TRAINER. 

To evaluate the system performance, RECOGNIZER is designed to utilize the 
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initial template database created by TRAINER for simulating the recognition proc.ess and 

for sample collection. Figure 5.3 presents the design of the RECOGNIZER. As 

demonstrated in the example, candidates are selected based on resulting similarity in 

descending order for the recognition of character ~- Meanwhile, raw data files of the 
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Figure 5.3: RECOGNIZER -- A graphic user interface for simulating the 
recognition process and for sample collection. 

written samples are exported for simulation at a later stage. Algorithm of the control 

flow for RECOGNIZER is presented in Figure 5.4. 

Although both TRAINER.and RECOGNIZER are implemented for simulation, 

the design has taken into consideration ease of use. A thorough description for both 
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graphic user interfaces is presented in Appendix B. In the next section, experiments and 

performance evaluation of the system are presented through the use of both interfaces. 



£or every input character do 
Set stroke count to zero 
Initialize feature mask (set all bits to 1) 
£or every input stroke do 

Increment stroke count by one 
if current input stroke contains a primitive stroke then 

Set corresponding bit in the feature mask to O 
endi£ 

end for 
Normalize each stroke of the current input character 
£or every template character selected from the database do 

£or every normalized input stroke do 
Measure stroke similarity between the normalized input 

stroke to every stroke in the selected template 
character 

end for 
Measure character similarity between the normalized input 

character to the selected template character 
Update candidate list 
Output normalized result 

end for 
Output the list of candidates 

end for 

Figure 5.4: Algorithm of the control flow for RECOGNIZER 

5.3 Verification of Local and Structural Encoding 
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For years, verification of implementation has been an important issue during the 

development of a software product. Not only because it is time consuming, but also 

because it requires a lot of human resources. Though the implementation of the system 

described in this dissertation is a prototype, it is crucial to verify individual components 

for consistency and correctness. Therefore, two experiments are designed to verify the 

implementation of the TRAINER The first experiment is to verify the correctness of the 

implementation concerning the encoding oflocal features. The second experiment 

validates the correctness and stability of the extraction of structural features. 
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5. 3 .1 Verification of Local Encoding 

To verify the correctness of the local encoding from TRAINER, a group of pre-

arranged line segments is designed to test the results after encoding. Figure 5. 5 presents 

four groups of pre-arranged line segments to test the encoding oflength, type, position, 

and direction individually. Solid lines that are numbered from 1 to 4 represent strokes of 

interest while dotted lines and circles represent the imaginary grid. According to Table 

3.1, solid lines numbered as 1 in Figure 5.5 should be encoded to 0, corresponding to 

various local features: VS (very short), H (horizontal), VC (very close) and W (west), 

respectively. Similarly, solid lines numbered as 2 should be encoded to 1 and so on. By 

using the pre-arranged line segments in Figure 5.5, the implementation oflocal encoding 

is confirmed by directly writing through TRAINER 

1 2 3 4 

--1=1 

(a) test oflength (b) test of type 

_.)·········' .t . 
------... _;,_·· .. 

__ (...\ ..... 
,~ : 

(c) test of position ( d) test of direction 

Figure 5. 5: Pre-arranged line segments to test the encoding of 
length, type, position, and direction. 
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5.3.2 Verification and Stability of Structural Encoding 

To verify the extraction of structural features, we have tested twenty-three 

primitive strokes. They were written in a standard way as they were taught in school. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.6, strokes are written in the same order as in Table 3.3. Circles 

on a stroke represent the detected feature points during the writing. Notice that all 

twenty-three strokes can be identified as in Table 3.3. 

In the experiment, it appears that the extraction scheme is unable to identify a 

primitive stroke if the stroke was written very fast and very short. Not only because 
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Figure 5.6: Experiment for structural feature extraction. The experiment 
has tested twenty-three primitive strokes from ten types (see Table 
3.3) where circles on a stroke represent detected feature points 
during the writing. 
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fewer points are captured during the fast writing, but also the point elimination scheme 

will exclude neighbor points that are too close. As a result, it may change the direction 

sequence of the stroke. 

Some of the primitive strokes are also sensitive to the manner of writing; such as 

] in ri and T in ff. Notice that ] and T both start with a short horizontal line 

segment, end with a vertical line segment followed by a hook, and fall in one side of the 

line that connects the start point and the end point of the primitive stroke. By having 

these characteristics, the extraction procedure tends to fail in extracting the critical 

points inside the ovals illustrated in Figure 5. 7. Consequently, the resulting direction 

sequence of a stroke may be very different. Possible solutions include rearranging the 

grouping of primitive strokes and modifying the extraction scheme for refinement. 

5.4 Initial Template Database 

Due to the lack of statistical samples, we first build up an initial template 

: ~ sh?rt horizontal ~ 
: ( line segment : \ 

J \__ -.nive area _jl 
i \_ vertical line segment) 

with a hook 

Figure 5.7: Primitive strokes that are sensitive to the writing style. 
They both start with a short horizontal line segment, end with a 
vertical line segment followed by a hook, and fall in one side of 
the line that connects the start point and the end point. Critical 
points in the ovals tend to be ignored by the extraction scheme. 
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database with 5,401 most :frequently used characters based on the standard Kai font. 

This process is supervised by the author through the use of TRAINER. Table 5.1 shows 

some of the statistical results of the writing. 

Notice that the size of the resulting template database is approximately 112 

Kbytes. This result is very encouraging since the size of the database has made it 

possible for an application to load the entire database into primary memory for fast 

processing. This is particularly important for an environment where the system resource 

(i.e., memory space) is limited. 

TABLE 5.1 

STATISTICS OF THE INITIAL TEMPLATE DATABASE 

number of characters 
size of the database (Kbytes) 
average number of strokes per character 
average number of features per stroke 
average number of bytes of a character 

5,401 
111.68 

12.25 
4.18 

20.68 

Conventional schemes of stroke based representation require detailed description 

of the selected features in order to portrait the characteristics of a stroke. This usually 

ends up needing a large database file to store the entire Chinese character set. Figure 5.8 

presents the estimated :file size for storing 5,401 characters corresponding to the number 

of features selected. For simplicity, assume each feature requires one physical byte to 

store the information (this may not always be true since a floating feature requires more 
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than one physical byte). As illustrated, our representation scheme requires less storage 

than the conventional approach (see Figure 5.8) for storing a similar amount of integer 

features. This also means that less physical bytes are required to be retrieved from the 

secondary storage for each character. As a result, the time of data retrieving is reduced 

when a large amount of information is required to load contiguously from the secondary 

storage. Nevertheless, since most of our features are quantified, there is more chance of 

ambiguity than in the conventional approach. A possible solution to the above case 

might be storing multiple character templates from different writing styles for a specific 

character. 

400 

u, 300 QI ->, 
.Q 
~ 200 
.!: 
QI 
N 
cij 100 

0 
0 

Size= 5,401 x 12.25 x NOF / 1000 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Number of Features per stroke (NOF) 

__._ Conventional 

........,._Proposed 

Figure 5.8: Estimated file size for 5,401 most frequently used Chinese 
characters with conventional approach where the average number 
of strokes per character is 12.25. 

After writing the template characters, each character is packed based on the 

proposed representation scheme. The resulting database is then used as an initial 

template database for the recognition process. Notice that the initial database consists of 



5,401 characters. It may not be appropriate to compare the entire character set to 

evaluate the performance since the size of the Chinese data set is too large. A Chinese 

recognition system usually applies a pre-candidate selection scheme to reduce the 

number of characters for comparison. 
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In our experiment, template characters are selected for comparison by three 

criteria: number of strokes, average projection profiles on both x and y axes. To 

accomplished the task, both template and input characters are required to obtain the 

above information during writing. The number of strokes of a template character is 

dynamically accumulated; average projection profiles on the x and y axes are calculated 

after the normalization. Since every character is a composition of short line segments, 

the x projected profile is the summation oflengths projected from these short line 

segments to the x-axis. This result is then divided by N (N = 64) to obtain the average 

projection profile on the x-axis. Similarly, this rule is applied to obtain the average 

projection profile on the y-axis. Therefore, by adjusting the displacements from an input 

character corresponding to the above criteria, we are able to select limited template 

characters for comparison. 

5. 5 Sample Characters 

There are three randomly selected group samples (see Figure 5.9); each consists 

of 100 characters. During the collection of samples, writers are prompted with the next 

sample character to write under RECOGNIZER RECOGNIZER also allows users to 
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write along by storing corresponding raw data without presenting the recognition result. 

Tue raw input data of each handprinted character contains the following information: 

(a) one of the sample characters to be recognized in Figure 5.9, 

(b) average x projection profile of (a) stored in the template database -- Px, 

( c) average y projection profile of (a) stored in the template database -- Py, 

( d) absolute difference between (b) and average x projection profile of the 

handprinted input character -- Dx, 

( e) absolute difference between ( c) and average y projection profile of the 

handprinted input character -- Dy, 

(f) number of strokes of the input character -- SC, and 

(g) normalized local features with or without a structural feature for each 

individual stroke. 

The sample character to be recognized in (a) is for estimating the recognition rate 

at a later stage while (b ), ( c ), ( d), ( e) and (f) are for the selection of reference characters. 

For every handprinted stroke, normalized local features (length, type, position, and 

direction) with or without a structural feature are used for measuring the similarity. 

Recall that template characters are grouped by stroke count, average projection 

profiles on both x andy axes. For a template characterto be qualified for comparison, it 

must satisfy the following conditions: 

( 1) stroke count of the template is equal to SC-1, SC, or SC+ 1, 

(2) average x projection profile of the template is less than or equal to Px+Dx and 

greater than or equal to PrDx, 
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(3) average y projection profile of the template is less than or equal to Py+Dy and 

greater than or equal to PrDy. 

By the above conditions, a template character is guaranteed to be in the range for 

comparison unless the absolute difference in stroke count is greater than 1. This will 

give us the opportunity to observe the performance of the recognition system. 
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Figure 5.9: Three selected test sets in standard Kai(~) font. 
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Figure 5.10: Example of partial normalized handprinted input 
samples during sample collection. 
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In the experiment, we have twenty volunteers to write all three groups of 

samples; this gives us 6,000 samples in total. We label this collection as ORIG for 

simulation. All volunteers have prior knowledge about Chinese characters. They were 

told to write standard printed Chinese characters. They were also instructed about types 

of acceptable primitive strokes presented in Table 3.3. On average, the amount of time 

spent in writing 300 sample characters without viewing the recognition result is about 

one hour. Figure 5.10 shows some of the normalized characters during the collection. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.10, though all volunteers were told to write in standard 

printed style, every writer has certain writing preferences. That is why a general 

recognition system is hard to build unless the system is well trained. Although writing 

styles vary from person to person, writing from the same person does possess similar 

characteristics. Therefore, there is reason to believe that there exist only minor 

variations between the same character written by the same person at different times. 

Considering this assumption, we deliberately deviate the 6,000 collected raw data by 

offsetting the local properties of each stroke to generate similar input patterns for the 

simulation while keeping the rest of the information unchanged. Formula that changes 

the local properties of each stroke is defined as: 

normalized local feature value + offset. 

The offset is equal to 5%-10% or 10%-20% of the boundary value where boundary 

value is equal to N/4, n/4, N/8, or n/2 for length, type, position, and direction 

correspondingly. The sign of offset is randomly selected in the program This gives us 

two random generated sample sets and each contains 6,000 character samples. These 
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random sample sets are labeled as RANDI (for offsetting 5%-10%) and RAND2 (for 

offsetting 10%-20%) to distinguish from the original sample set (ORIG). Both sets are 

used to test the system performance. This will give us the opportunity to examine the 

system performance when similar input patters are encountered. 

5.6 Evaluation of the Recognition System 

5.6.1 First Stage Recognition 

After samples are collected, a background recognition process is carried out by 

the author through the use of RECOGNIZER The recognition result is based on 

comparisons between each input and some of the template characters in the initial 

database. Though Kai font is a standard and formal writing style, it may not closely 

represent the writing style used by most of the volunteers. This is due to the writing 

difficulty of the standard Kai font and most of the volunteers tend to write in an 

individual style unless they are reminded from time to time. Therefore, the first stage of 

recognition is to see the performance of the initial template database; in other words, 

how general is the initial template database. A summary of the recognition results for 

sample ORIG, RANDI, and RAND2 by using the initial template database is shown in 

Table 5.2. 

Notice that ORIG has the highest average recognition rate (81.0%) among 

ORIG, RANDI and RAND2. A possible explanation is that both RANDI and RAND2 

have redistributed stroke features to a certain degree such that the overall structure of 
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each character has been changed. Meanwhile, the offset for creating each local feature 

of a stroke is neither consistently positive nor consistently negative. As a result, the 

resulting stroke pattern may be very different from the standard handprinted writing 

style. This effect is even more obvious in recognizing RAND2 than recognizing 

RANDI. 

In this experiment, 2% of these recognition results fall out of the first fifteen 

candidates list. The average computation time spent in the recognition process is 0.94 

seconds/character for 133 reference characters in the 5,401 character set. This statistic 

result is based on the testing of 18,000 samples (ORIG, RANDI and RAND2} from 

twenty writers. Compared to other systems with reported recognition rates ranging from 

53% to 99% [4,7,12], the recognition results of ORIG (81%}, RANDI (80.7%), and 

) 

RAND2 (80. l %) are above the average. Nevertheless, the recognition rate can be 

further improved by training those characters that were not recognized as the first 

candidate first time around. This selective training is based on the assumption that some 

of the initial template characters do not represent the writing styles used by most of the 

TABLE 5.2 

RECOGNITION RESULTS BY USING THE 
INITIAL TEMPLATE DATABASE 

Sample Group ORIG RANDl RAND2 
Average Recognition Recognition Recognition 

Test Reference Rate(%) Rate(%) Rate(%) 

Characters 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 

Test 1 135 81.6 90.3 92.7 81.6 90.1 92.7 80.7 89.9 92.9 
Test2 136 80.0 89.1 92.3 79.2 88.5 92.4 78.8 89.1 92.3 
Test 3 129 81.3 90.5 93.7 81.4 90.0 93.6 80.7 90.3 93.1 

Average I 133 I 81.0 I 9o.o I 92.9 I 80.1 I 89.5 I 92.9 I so.1 I 89.8 I 92.8 
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volunteers. This method was also used by Gader et al. [44] to yield higher reliability 

without a corresponding loss in recognition. 

In Table 5.2, we have listed the recognition rates for characters that appeared in 

the first three candidates. Because of the writing variation and similarity among Chinese 

characters, it is reasonable to provide several candidates for writers to make their choice 

at the last stage. Therefore, if an input is considered correctly recognized in the first 

three candidates, the average recognition rate for ORIG, RANDI and RAND2 is 92.9%. 

5.6.2 Second Stage Recognition 

In this experiment, we have selected those characters that were not recognized as 

the first candidates during the background recognition of ORIG. Characters that fall in 

1. Start with any unprocessed set of characters that hold the same character code and the 
same stroke count. Ifthere is no more unprocessed character set, stop. 

2. Label the first character in the set as S. 
3. Search for an unprocessed character in the set and label as T. If there is no more 

unprocessed character in the set, export S for appending and go to step 1. Otherwise, 
initialize the cost matrix [ c;;] by the distance between a stroke in S and a stroke in T 
where the distance is defined as the summation of the normalized 1-norm 
corresponding to every local feature. 

4. Apply the Hungarian Method (see Appendix A) to find the best match among strokes 
such that the sum of distances is minimum. 

5. Verify the mapping by checking the compatibility of primitive types from the mapped 
stroke pairs. If any stroke pair does not satisfy this requirement, append character T 
to an unprocessed set of the same character category. Otherwise, update S to 
represent the mean distribution of the character. Remove T from the set and go to 
step 3. 

Figure 5 .11: Algorithm for obtaining the mean distribution of characters. 
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this scope are merged by character code to obtain the mean distribution of stroke 

features. Theoretically, if a better writing distribution can be found, the recognition rate 

can be improved. Figure 5.11 presents a basic and direct approach to obtain the mean 

distribution of stroke features. With this algorithm, the new template database can be 

customized for recognizing similar writing patterns collected. Without losing the general 

information from the initial templates, we have appended new template characters to 

observe the performance of the resulting database. 

A summary of the recognition results for sample ORIG, RANDl, and RAND2 

by using the new template database is shown in Table 5.3. About 0.4% of the 

recognition results fall out of the first fifteen candidates list. The average computation 

time spent in the recognition process is 1.1 seconds/character for 163 reference 

characters in the 5,401 character set. 

By selective training from ORIG, the recognition rates are increased by 15% 

for ORIG, 14.7% for RANDl, and 12.9% for RAND2 as shown in Figure 5.12. These 

TABLE 5.3 

RECOGNITION RESULTS BY USING THE 
NEW TEMPLATE DATABASE 

Sample Group ORIG RANDI RAND2 
Average Recognition Recognition Recognition 

Test Reference Rate(%) Rate(%) Rate(%) 

Characters 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 

Test 1 164 95.4 98.0 98.5 94.7 97.6 98.4 92.4 96.5 97.6 
Test2 167 96.0 98.3 98.8 95.4 98.2 98.7 92.7 97.5 98.5 
Test3 158 96.7 98.7 99.2 96.0 98.5 99.0 93.8 98.0 98.6 

Average I 163 I 96.o I 98.3 I 98.8 I 95.4 I 98.1 I 98.7 I 93.o I 97.3 I 98.2 
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results have demonstrated the possibility of customization for the collected samples. In 

the experiment, the average recognition rate reaches 94.8%. Apart from those 0.4% that 

are ambiguous (fall out of the first fifteen candidates list), 4.8% are not in the first 

candidate. Possible causes include: ( 1) the trained samples may actually contain poorly 

written character input and (2) the encodings of several different template characters are 

very similar, resulting in a close match to the input. Improvement may focus on refining 

features selected, measure of similarity and algorithm for obtaining the mean distribution 

of characters. 

In Table 5.3, we have also listed the recognition rates for characters that 

appeared in the first three candidates. Therefore, if an input is considered correctly 

recognized in the first three candidates, the recognition rate is 98.6%. This result has 

little difference in three testing sets. 

Comparison of the recognition rates 

96.0 95.4 93.0 100.0 

l 
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80.0 
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C: 

50.0 
DNewDB 

~ 
"i: 40.0 
Cl 30.0 0 
l,J 20.0 CII a: 10.0 

0.0 

ORIG RAND1 RAND2 

Sample Group 

Figure 5.12: Comparison of the recognition results by using both 
initial template database and the new template database. 
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5.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we have examined the implementation of both TRAINER and 

RECOGNIZER. Experimental procedures for creating an initial template database and 

collecting samples are also explained. Apparently, the size of the initial database is 

smaller than the estimated conventional approach, which has the advantage ofloading 

fewer bytes per character. It also makes it possible for the application to load the 

database into primary memory for fast processing; particularly, for an environment where 

system resources are limited. 

The average recognition rate for 18,000 collected and random samples from 

twenty writers of the initial template database is 80.6%. After tuning the system to the 

writers, the average recognition rate has reached 94.8%. As pointed out by Mori [4], it 

is difficult to compare recognition rates of different systems since the character 

categories and test samples are very different. To be more specific, the recognition rate 

of a system depends on three major factors: ( 1) size of the character set (number of 

categories in the database), (2) number of writers involved, and (3) selection oftest 

samples. One might expect a higher recognition rate on a smaller character set than 

those on a large character set. This is because a large character set usually contains 

more similar characters. Furthermore, the more the writers, the more the writing styles 

may vary. The last is the selection of test samples. If the samples selected are distinct 

among reference characters, the recognition rate usually ends up higher rate than for 

those that are not. 
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Table 5.4 shows a summary of the system performance along with the feature(s) 

and matching method used. This table is organized by number of categories in the 

database, size of the database, number of categories tested, number of test samples and 

number of writers involved. For the recognition rate, the reported highest rate in the 

publication is given for the corresponding test set. At the bottom of the table, we also 

give the result of our experiments for the comparison. 



TABLE 5.4 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

No. of cat. DB size No. of cat. No. oftest No. of writers Recognition 
Pa]!er Features Matchi!! methods in DB ~;2'.tesl tested sam)!les involved ratef%l 

[68] Strokes Dynamic programming 5,401 - 90 
[69] Strokes Relaxation 14 14 651 96.3 
[70] Stroke distribution Correlation 881 881 52,860 60 <95 
[72] Stroke density and Exhausting matching 5,401 512 51,200 94.2 

cellular features 
[74] Line segments Relaxation 881 278 881 140,960 99 
[77] Chain-code transform Correlation 18 18 3,600 20 95.4 
[80] Strokes Tree search 480 50 >500 10 90.5 
[81] Line segments Dynamic programming 150 150 750 5 90 
[83r Strokes Bayesian decision rule 94 94 7,520 16 99.7 
[84] Strokes Relaxation 240 8,880 37 95.3 
[86r Stroke segments Dynamic programming 2,500 180 1,800 10 94.5 
[88] Strokes Tree search 100 100 1,000 10 90 
[90] Stroke segments Iteration matching 465 465 930 - 96 
cnr Strokes Heuristic search 5,401 5,401 54,010 10 87.4 
[93] Strokes Relaxation 270 - 155 255 98 
[95] Strokes Tree search 50 50 350 7 90 
c96r Strokes Dynamic programming 5,400 5,400 54,000 10 87.4 
[lOOr Radicals Transformation 114 114 114 99 

invariant matching 
[105] Strokes Fuzzy measure & 881 881 96 

linear matching 
c106,101r Strokes and radicals Fuzzy measure & 240 8,980 91.8 

incremental matching 
[111] Stroke junction features Neural net 420 96.7 
[112] Pixels Neural net 100 100 2,100 21 91 
[113] Pixels Neural net 20 20 4,000 - 89 
Proposedt Strokes Fuzzy measure & 5,401 112 300 18,000 20 94.8 

linear matching ..... 
t, On-line character recognition -, Data not available 0 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Summary 

This dissertation presents a new stroke based representation scheme for 

handprinted Chinese characters. Owing to the complexity of each individual character 

and the size of the Chinese character set, our concern in designing a representation 

scheme is twofold; ie., to incorporate as many features as possible and to reduce the size 

of the database file. These goals are accomplished by quantifying four distinct local 

features and packing them into one single byte to represent the local properties of a 

stroke. This has led to a major reduction in storage requirements for local features on 

the secondary storage. However, by losing a certain amount of information from the 

template, there is a risk that ambiguity between different templates may result. 

Therefore, we have selected ten groups of structural features to reduce the ambiguity 

among strokes. 

To extract structural features, we have presented a primitive stroke extraction 

scheme. This scheme is simple and straight forward. The extraction procedure has 

successfully extracted ten groups of primitive strokes that are either formally taught in 

school or used by most people. Nevertheless, different writing habits may come up with 

different direction sequences. To overcome this problem, most of the primitive strokes 
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are embedded with several possible direction sequences. This gives us flexibility and 

ease in adding and modifying new primitive strokes. 
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To estimate the similarity between characters, we have defined fuzzy membership 

:functions corresponding to various classifications for each local feature. The activation 

of a membership :function is guided by the local properties of a template stroke. This 

process is also presented in canonical forms for measuring length, type, position, and 

direction individually. When the intersection operation is applied to the resulting 

similarity corresponding to each local feature, we can estimate the most dissimilar 

property between an input stroke to a template stroke. This result is further increased if 

the input stroke and the template stroke are of the same primitive stroke type or 

decreased if they are different. Finally, the. degree of similarity from a handprinted 

character to a template character is calculated based upon the modified Hungarian 

Method for maximum assignment problem 

We have implemented a prototype using Microsoft Visual C++ under Microsoft 

Chinese Windows 3 .1. Two graphic user interfaces, TRAINER and RECOGNIZER, are 

designed for and targeted to this Chinese environment under a personal computer. 

Several experiments have been conducted based upon the 18,000 collected and random 

samples for 300 character categories from twenty volunteers. Experiments include 

verification oflocal and structural encoding, creation of the initial template database, 

sample collection and evaluation of the recognition system 

At the end of the study, we have also evaluated the performance of the 

recognition results in two stages. In the first stage, the experiment is to see the 

performance of the recognition by using the initial template database created by direct 
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writing on the Kai font. In the experiment, 2% of the samples were reported ambiguous 

(i.e., out of the first fifteen candidates listed) in the first stage where the recognition rate 

was 81 % on average. In the second stage, the ambiguity had reduced to 0.4% and the 

recognition rate was increased to 94.8% after selective training of the characters that 

were not recognized in the first stage. Overall, the average computation time spent in 

the recognition process is 0.94 seconds/character for 133 reference characters and 1.1 

seconds/characters for 163 reference characters. 

6.2 Contribution and Future Research 

The major contribution of the design and implementation of the on-line 

handprinted Chinese character recognition system is finding a new approach to represent 

stroke based characters where the size of the character set is comparatively large. 

Compared with conventional methods, this new approach has resulted in a smaller 

database file (112 kbytes) for storing 5,401 Chinese characters. As in Figure 5.6, this 

stroke based representation scheme requires less storage than the conventional approach 

for storing similar amount of integer features. It also means that less physical bytes are 

required to retrieve from the secondary storage for each character. This may reduce the 

data retrieval time when a large and contiguous amount of information is required to be 

loaded from the secondary storage. Moreover, the size of the database file has made it 

possible for an application to load the entire file into primary memory for fast processing. 

This will result in better system performance concerning the time needed for processing. 

These facts have great advantages in an environment where the system resource, i.e., 

memory space, is limited. 
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Another distinguishing characteristic of this work is the design of the fuzzy 

membership :functions where the similarity from an input stroke to a template stroke is 

guided by the packed template stroke. In addition, fuzzy approach preserves much of 

the spatial information, reduces size of representation and allows descriptive 

representation. 

In addition to the refinements suggested during the design and implementation in 

the other chapters, further research may follow the following directions to improve the 

overall system performance. 

(1) A thorough comparison of the preclassi:fication schemes should be 

investigated to reduce the number of reference characters before the recognition process; 

particularly, schemes based on stroke order should be developed since every Chinese 

character is written in a standard stroke order or with a few changes from the standard 

order. If the stroke order can be applied, time spend in finding matching strokes can be 

further reduced during the measure of fuzzy similarity. Another possible approach is 

dividing the consecutive strokes into two parts; first part of strokes is used for coarse 

classification (reducing reference characters) and second part of strokes is used for 

matching. As a result, time for matching may be greatly reduced. 

(2) Evaluation ofthe possibility of applying non-linear normalization is suggested 

as well. This is because non-linear normalization usually results in a better distribution of 

strokes than linear normalization does concerning local properties. 

(3) The optimization of the initial database that represents most of the Chinese 

writing styles is another interesting direction. This may require the collection of samples 

and supervised training. 



( 4) The stability of features should be further investigated so that all features 

possess invariant characteristics. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE HUNGARIAN METIIOD 

Formulation of the Assignment Problem 

The Hungarian method introduced herein is based on Kuhn's Hungarian 

Algorithm presented in Nering [116]. There is no reason why an assignment problem 

should be formulated for minimization but not for maximization. Nevertheless, as the 

assignment model is usually referred to as minimizing the sum of costs, it is reasonable to 

consider that the general assignment problem is for minimization rather than for 

maximization. Thus, suppose we are given an n x n cost matrix C = [ cu], the general 

assignment can be formulated as to minimize 

subject to 

and 

where xyis equal to O or 1. 

n 

Lxli = 1 for allj 
i=l 

n 

Lxli = 1 for all i 
j=l 
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(Al) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 
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Formulation of the Dual Problem 

The general assignment problem in the previous section can be solved efficiently 

by the algorithm developed by the Hungarian mathematician D. Konig [117] in 1931. In 

honor of his contribution, this method is usually referred as the Hungarian Method. The 

foundation of the Hungarian Method is the dualj.ty theorem, whose formulation is 

described based on the results presented in Nering [116]. 

Suppose we are given a general assignment problem. The objective is to select 

one cij from each row and each column such that the sum of cij is the least. Introduce a 

variable u; for each row i and a variable vi for each column j and define 

(A.4) 

such that Wij is nonnegative for every i and). Here, the value of Wij is called a reduced 

cost and [wij] is called a reduced cost matrix. Thus, from Eqs A.1 to A.4 we have 

~:Cuxu = Lu1xli + Lv1xli + Lwuxu 
(i,j) (i,j) (i,j) (i,j) 

n n (A.5) 
=Lui+ Lv1+Lwuxy 

i=l J=l (i,j) 

Since Xij and wij are both nonnegative, we have the following inequality 

(A.6) 

Eq A.6 introduces the dual of the assignment problem; ie., find u; and vi that 

n n 
maximize Lu;+ L v 1 subject to the condition U; + v 1 ::5: cli for all i,j. Clearly, the 

i=l J=l 

feasible solutions of the dual problem are bounded by the feasible solutions of the 
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minimal assignment problem on the left side of the inequality. If the feasible solutions to 

both problems are equal, then both solutions are optimal; ie., 

n n 

Lcuxu = LU1 + 1:Vi . 
(i,j) i=l j=l 

This implies that both solutions are optimal if and only if 

LWijXij = 0. 
(i,j) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

Since xii and wii are both nonnegative, Eq A. 8 will be true if and only if either xii 

or wy is zero. In the next section, we will present the Hungarian algorithm that deals 

with both the minimal assignment problem and the dual problem stated above. 

Kuhn's Hungarian Algorithm 

1. Start with any set of u;, vi and wii~ 0 that satisfies Eq A.4. A good start is presented 

in N erling [ 116] by setting 

u1 =~cu 
J 

vi= min(cu -u1 ) 
i 

Wu= cti -(u1 +vi) 

(A.9) 

2. Find a maximal independent set of zeros and a minimal cover over the zeros in matrix 

[wy]. A set of entries from matrix [wy] is said to be independent if no two entries are 

in the same row or column. A cover for the set of zeros in a cost matrix is a set of 

vertical and horizontal lines that cover every zero in that matrix. Eventually, there 

could be many possible independent sets and minimal covers over the zeros in a 

matrix. If the maximal independent set of zeros is less than the size of the cost matrix 

( say n ), go to step 3. Otherwise, stop and the optimum solution has been found. 
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3. Let e be the smallest entry of matrix [wy] that is not covered by a line. Change Uj to 

ure for i in the cover. Change vj to vj+e for) not in the cover. Recompute the w!'i by 

Eq A4 and go to step 1. 

In the previous section, the operation in step 2 is actually Koni.g's theorem. The 

theorem states that the number of zeros in a largest independent set of zeros is equal to 

the number of lines in a smallest cover of the zeros. · The. algorithm for the theorem is 

described in the following. Meanwhile, the algorithm is called the Koni.g's algorithm to 

distinguish from the main procedure in the previous section. 

The Konig's Algorithm 

1. Start with a complete set of starred zeros. A complete set of starred zeros represents 

an independent set of zeros that cannot be further expanded to a larger independent 

set. A good start is to star the first zero in the first row. In each subsequent row, star 

the first zero that is not in a column of a previously starred zero. Draw a horizontal 

line that covers each starred zero. Label all uncovered rows with a O -- row label. 

2. Search for an uncovered row (row labeled as 0) with an uncovered zero. If there is 

an uncovered zero, label the column with the index of the uncovered row -- column 

label. Go to step 3. 

If there exists no uncovered zero, stop and return the number of lines in the cover or 

the number of independent starred zeros. 

3. In the column labeled in step 2, search for a starred zero. If there is no starred zero in 

that column, we have found an alternate way to star zeros. This phenomenon is 
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called breakthrough. Breakthrough will result in an increase of one in the number of 

starred zeros. Go to step 4. 

If there is a starred zero in that column, label the row that contains the starred zero 

with the index of the column -- row label. Remove the horizontal line that covers the 

starred zero; draw a vertical line through the starred zero. Go to step 2. 

4. Trace the path by going to the entry identified by a row label and a column label until 

a row label O is reached. Star each unstarred zero and unstarred every starred zero 

along the path. This will produce a new independent set of starred zeros with one 

more element. Erase all labels and lines ( cover). Go to step 1. 



APPENDIXB 

GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE 

Program Description 

Two collections of programs and data files were used in the experiment of the 

on-line Chinese character recognition system The first collection consists of the 

program and data files reJated to the graphic user interface ( GUI) -- TRAINER The 

second collection contains the program and data files for the interface RECOGNIZER 

Figure B.1 presents both collections and individual file types and descriptions. 

File Name 
LEARN.EXE 
PST.TXT 

File Name 
HCCR.EXE 

PST.TXT 

HEADER.IDX 

RECORD.IDX 

DATABASE.OCR 

SAMPLE I .BIG 

SAMPLE2.BIG 

SAMPLE3 .BIG 

Type 
Executable 

Text 

Type 
Executable 

Text 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 

Description 
Executable file to invoke GUI TRAINER 

Primitive strokes and direction seauences 

(a)TRAINER 

Description 
Executable file to invoke GUI RECOGNIZER 

Primitive strokes and direction sequences 
First level index file -- grouped by stroke cowrt 
Second level index file -- grouped by projection profiles 
Encoded template database file 
Sample file 1 -- 100 characters 
Sample file 2 -- 100 characters 
Samole file 3 -- 100 characters 

(b) RECOGNIZER 

Figure B.1: Description of programs and data files. 
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TRAINER 

TRAINER consists of several interfaces that allow the user to invoke commands 

or convey the information back to the user. The menu bar, toolbar and command bar 

allow users to invoke pre-defined command operations; status bar, writing window, 

approximation window and encoding window echo the status and results of the writing. 

Figure B.2 shows the TRAINER and its related components. 

Character: [===:J :: 
l •cl l~:j:: 
Stroke lnlomalion: i]1j\j\j 

IN ILTPDI s I N IL TPDI s I :::::::: 
1 2 .:::::;: 

3 4 
t-----t---1 

5 6 

7 8 
.____._-II 1---

9 10 
I---+--< 

11 12 
---1 

13 14 
1----+--1 

15 16 --~ 
21 22 

1---+--ll t-- +--; 

23 2• ::m 

---1 liiii\i 

Writing Window 

\ character 
template 

template and internal code 

Approximation Window 

Encoding Window 

Figure B.2: TRAINER and its components. 

Command Bar 
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Menu Bar Functions 

The menu bar in the TRAINER contains pull-down menus for three groups of 

menu options: Configure, View and Sample. The options available in these menus are 

described in the following sections. 

Configure Menu Options 

( 1) Preference: This option allows the user to initialize and save preferences 

corresponding to the display during writing experiments. Figure B.3 presents the dialog 

box for selecting the user preference for the simulation. In this dialog box, the user can 

select the processing mode (manual or automatic), viewing options, pen width, template 

size and point of elimination for the experiment. 

(2) Exit: This option will terminate the execution of TRAINER. 

View Menu Options 

( 1) Toolbar: This option allows the user to change the display of the toolbar by 

checking or uncheck:ing the toolbar option. When this option is checked, toolbar will be 

displayed. 

(2) Status Bar: This option allows the user to change the display of the status bar 

at the bottom of TRAINER. 
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~-~~~~~--~----
- Preference 

-Mode -Critical Points (Input)- Pen~dlh 

0Automatic 0 .!!oth Du,ing and Aller !3 II 
® [nte,activel 0 Du1ing (1st phase) Template ,S_ize 

!160 rl ® Alie, [2nd phase) 

.!!elil.l': 1m.i:} , .. s 0None 
Point EJimination 

11 II 
-view Options -View Options (Input) 

IEHI!lliiii!ml D St1oke J;;ount D Slloke .Enclosing RecL 

D Snap lo §1id ~ Cha1acle1 T emplale I-

Figure B.3: Preference dialog box under TRAINER 

Sample Menu Options 

( 1) Skip: This option allows the user to ignore the character currently under 

training and go to the next character in order. 

(2) GoTo: This option presents the dialog box as shown in Figure B.4 for the 

user to go to a specific character by selecting the internal character code. 

(3) Encode Again: This option allows the user to encode the present character 

template again. 

( 4) Encode N~xt: This option encodes the present character template and goes to 

Big 5 Code: [Aw]f] I~ 
.!:!.ioh Bvte: ,!.ow Bvte: 

!mllll!W 
'"2 IE lwtt1 

Figure B.4: Go To dialog box. 
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- Open 

Filelf.ame: 

liuiADWlll,i 
merge.row 
inergead~row 

Lisi Files of !,pe: 

!Merged Samples [merge'il 

D_ireclories: 

d:\ocr\prog\leam 

rai, d:\ 
~ocr 
~prog 
It learn 
[ill res 

Dri!£8s: 

· 1 lail d: ms-dos_6 I 

Figure B. 5: Dialog box for file selection. 

the next character template. 

( 5) Clear: This option clears the writing in the writing window. 
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( 6) Encode from File: This option allows the user to encode row character data 

from a specific file selected from the dialog box shown in Figure B.5. 

Toolbar Functions 

Between menu bar and command bar, there is a collection of toolbar button 

:functions. These button :functions allow the user to perform commonly used operations 

in TRAINER. Since they perform the same operations as those menu options in menu 

bar, toolbar buttons are labeled to indicate related menu options (see Figure B.6). 

Figure B.6: Toolbar button :functions and their relative menu options. <D: Exit; 
@: Preference; (3): Skip;©: GoTo; ®: Encode Again; <ID: Encode 
Next; 0: Clear; ®: Encode from File. 
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Command Bar Functions 

Below the toolbar, there is a collection of command button :functions. These 

button :functions allow the user to perform commonly used operations in TRAINER. 

They are self-explanatory; they also perform the same :functions as those menu options in 

menu bar. 

Status bar displays corresponding information to echo user commands or input. 

This information includes messages from the main window, x-y coordinates of the 

pointing device in the writing zone, current direction sequence, and stroke count of the 

writing. Figure B. 7 shows the components of the status bar. 

Writing Window 

This is a child window inside TRAINER. It is the only place where the user can 

write. When the writing window is active, a pen style cursor is displayed. Otherwise, 

either an arrow cursor or a stop cursor is displayed. On the upper-left comer of the 

Figure B. 7: Status bar and its components. <D: message pane; @: x 
coordinate of the pointing device;®: y coordinate of the 
pointing device; ©: direction sequence; ®: stroke count. 
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wiring zone, an actual training template and its internal code are displayed ( see Figure 

B.2). If the character template option is checked in the preference dialog box, a 

character template is presented to the user close to the center of the writing window with 

a specified size. 

Approximation Window 

This is a client window of the writing window. For each stroke written in the 

writing window, the line approximation is displayed in the approximation window. If the 

stroke count option is selected, strokes are labeled in order. 

Encoding Window 

Encoding window presents the local and structural encoding for the previous 

training sample. The information encoded includes: character internal code, stroke count 

and length, type, position, direction, and primitive stroke type of each stroke. Figure B. 8 

shows the encoded information for the character T. 

Prev. Trained Sample 

Character: l=!T==;::====l 
j 1c !A442 II scjo2 

Stroke I nfomation: 

1 3031 

3 

2 330? 7 

4 

Figure B.8: Encoding window and encoded character T. 
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RECOGNIZER 

RECOGNIZER consists of several interfaces that allow the user to invoke 

commands or convey information back to the user. Menu bar, toolbar and command bar 

allow users to invoke pre-defined command operations; status bars, writing window, 

normalization window and result window echo the status and results of the writing. 

Figure B.9 shows the RECOGNIZER and its related components. 

Menu Bar Functions 

The menu bar in the RECOGNIZER contains pull-down menus for three groups 

of menu options: Configure, View and Input. The options available on these menus are 

described in the following sections. 

Configure Menu Options 

( 1) Preference: This option allows the user to initialize and save preferences 

corresponding to the display during the writing. Figure B.10 presents the dialog box to 

select user preferences for the simulation. In this dialog bar, the user can select the 

processing mode (manual or automatic), pen width, grid lines and filters (stroke count, 

number of candidates and projection profiles). 

(2) Exit: This option will terminate the execution of RECOGNIZER. 



Result 
Window 

' ' I ; I . . .... .... . ...... ... .. ·: .. , . ·, 

' ' 
' ' 

Normalization Window 

Command Bar 

Figure B.9: RECOGNIZER and its components. 

- ---- -- - - -- -- - ----- ---~ 

- Prt:lere111:e 

fl_ecognition Mode 

0 Automalic 

@ lnteraclive 

~elay: [±ii___] ms 

~ §.rid Lines 

Pen Width: 

+/- iC: 

11 Ii 
_!;_andidales: 

115 II 

0.0 0.5 1.5 

+/- ~= iilflillfffdiil 
0.0 0.5 1.5 

+1- '1.= i±Ftrn+<<@ 

ITitUJMi 
!t\~ :td 

Figure B.10: Preference dialog box under RECOGNIZER 
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Input Menu Options 

(1) Recognize: This option performs recognition of the input. 

(2) Normalize: This option performs normalization of the input without 

recognition. 

(3) Clear: This option clears the writing in the writing window. 

( 4) Record: This option has four sub-options that allow the user to do the 

following operations to the sample records in the file; i.e., Top, Next, Previous and 

Bottom 

(5) File: This option presents a dialog box similar to Figure B.4 for the user to 

select an input row data :file for the background recognition process. 

Toolbar Functions 
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Toolbar contains a collection of button :functions that allows the user to perform 

commonly used operations in RECOGNIZER Since most of the button :functions 

perform the same operations those menu options in the menu bar, toolbar buttons are 

labeled to indicate related menu options ( see Figure B.11 ). 

Command Bar Functions 

On the right side of the main window, there is a collection of command bar 

button :functions (see Figure B.9). These button :functions allow the user to perform 

commonly used operations during the collection of samples in the experiment. Most of 



Figure B.11: Toolbar button functions and their related menu options. 
<D: Exit; a) : Mode Selector (REAL or EXPERIMENTAL); 

C): Preference;©: Recognize;®: Clear;®: Top; CV: Previous; 
®:Next;®: Bottom. 

Check Box for 
•~;.;a;;;,,t--- Viewing the 

Recognition Result 

Sample Record 
Forward and 
Backword Control 

Figure B.12: Command bar and its components. 

the buttons are self-explanatory and are the same as the menu options. Figure B.12 

gives a brieflabeling of those that are not mentioned in the menu options. 
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There are two status bars under RECOGNIZER. They both present information 

which echoes user commands or input. This information includes messages from the 
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main window, x-y coordinates of the pointing device in the writing zone, stroke count of 

the current writing, number of characters collected, number of reference characters and 

processing mode. Figure B.13 shows the components of the two status bars. 

Figure B.13: Status bars and their components. CD: mode specifier (REAL or 
EXPERIMENTAL); ~: x coordinate of the pointing device; C>: y 
coordinate of the pointing device;®: stroke count of the current 
writing; ®: characters collected; ®: message pane; (Z): reference 
character count; ®: processing mode (MANUAL or AUTOMATIC). 

Writing Window 

This is a child window inside the main window under RECOGNIZER. It is the 

only place where the user can write. When the writing window is active, a pen style 

cursor is displayed; otherwise, either an arrow cursor or a stop cursor is displayed. 

Normalization Window 

For characters processed, each input is normalized and displayed in order, up to 

36 characters maximum. This window provides a brief idea about the standarization of 

each input. 
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Result Window 

The result window presents the result of recognition to the user when the 'View 

Result' check box in the command bar is checked. This window displays the selected 

candidates in descending order based on the measure of similarity. If the system is in 

experimental mode, the recognition result will also be output to an external file for 

statistics reasons. 
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